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TRAUMA EK PRONOIAS IN ATHENIAN LAW* 

Abstract: This article presents a comprehensive study of the offence of trauma ekpronoias (intentional wounding) in 
Athenian law. Part I catalogues every occurrence of the words tpoi~iia and ztrpdxnGco in the Attic orators and con- 
cludes that the requisite physical element of trauma ek pronoias was the use of a weapon. Part II analyses all attest- 
ed trauma lawsuits and concludes that the requisite mental element of the offence was a bare intent to wound. Part III 
addresses the procedural evidence for trauma ekpronoias and concludes that the action for trauma was a graphi, not 
a dike. Two appendices discuss the use of the terms trauma and pronoia in Plato's Laws and Aristotle's Rhetoric 
(Appendix A) and a reference to trauma ekpronoias in Lucian's Timon (Appendix B). 

IN the study ofAthenian law, the offence entitled tpaiSta 
i~ itpovoia;, 'intentional wounding', 

has received relatively scant attention: it merits a paragraph or two in general studies of Athenian 
law,' makes an occasional appearance in commentaries on certain speeches of Lysias, 
Demosthenes and Aeschines,2 and boasts a modest scholarly bibliography.3 The terminology of 
the offence, and thus its fundamental nature, has been the subject of some debate. Trauma is gen- 
erally understood (albeit without significant proof) to mean 'wounding' by means of a weapon, 
and so to be distinguished from physical assaults not involving weapons, which gave rise to an 
action for (simple) battery (dike aikeias), or possibly for hubris (graphi hubreds). There is, how- 
ever, no consensus regarding the interpretation ofpronoia. Some critics interpret the word as 
meaning 'intent', while others prefer 'premeditation' or 'deliberation'. The referent of pronoia 
is also disputed: that is, does pronoia refer to the act itself (which would make trauma ek 
pronoias simply 'wounding with intent [to wound]') or to the intended result (on which view the 
phrase means 'wounding with intent to kill')?4 Owing to procedural similarities between the 
action for trauma and the dike phonou, the regular action for homicide, most scholars support the 
latter interpretation, define trauma as 'wounding with intent to kill' or 'attempted murder', and 
treat it accordingly under the rubric of Athenian homicide law.5 The purpose of this study is to 
present a full analysis of the evidence, both philological and legal, relating to trauma ekpronoias, 
and so to determine the exact nature and treatment of the offence. The three principal questions 
to be answered are: (1) What distinguished trauma from other types of physical assault? (2) 
What was the significance ofpronoia in the phrase trauma ekpronoias? and (3) Was trauma ek 
pronoias actionable by a dike, a graphi, or both? 

I. THE SEMANTICS OF TRAUMA 

The Greek noun tpaAtLa 'a wound' is derived ultimately from a Proto-Indo-European root *tr- 
'pierce', whose numerous descendants include Sanskrit prc-turti-h 'a fight', Lithuanian truniti 
'to rot', English thorn, Latin terere 'to wear, grind', and a family of Greek words containing, 
besides rpaSta, ztzpaimco 'to wound', Tpxo) 'to wound', ppri-65 'pierced', tkpvoa 'cactus 

* I wish to thank those scholars who have kindly and 
constructively read and commented upon various ver- 
sions of this paper, especially John Dillery, W.T. Loomis, 
David Potter, Bruce Frier and the anonymous referee for 
JHS. The responsibility for any remaining errors is mine. 

1 E.g. Lipsius (1905-15) 605-7; Harrison (1968-71) 
2.103 with n.3; MacDowell (1978) 123-4; Todd (1993) 
269, 272. 

2 E.g. Carey (1989) on Lys. 3; Paley and Sandys 
(1886-1910) on [Dem.] 40.32; Carey and Reid (1985) on 
Dem. 54.18; Richardson (1889) on Aeschin. 3.51. 

3 See especially Pecorella Longo (1981); Hansen 
(1983); also Hansen (1976) 108-10; Gagarin (1979) 322; 
Osborne (1985) 57; Fisher (1992) 80-1; RE s.v. rpaiCta 
x n;povoina. 

4 I borrow this terminology from the Model Penal 
Code, drafted by leading American scholars of criminal 
law in 1962, which defined act, result, and circumstance 
as elements of a criminal offence (see Robinson (1995) 
62-3, 699-797). 

5 E.g. Todd (1993) 269 ('attempted murder'); Hansen 
(1983) 307 ('wounding with intent to kill'). 
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spine', and others.6 The earliest literary usage of words in this family appears in Homer's Iliad 
and Odyssey. In both epics, tprlxb and its compounds (e.g. ktpprlog, noXitpprlocg) occur most 
commonly as epithets describing furniture and are usually rendered in English as 'perforated';7 
they are also used as epithets for sponges,8 ears9 and a mooring-stone.1o Homer has neither 
tpa~gCa nor tttpc~aicw, but he does employ rpcjo, which literally means 'to wound'll but also 
carries the figurative senses 'to (cause to) grieve'12 and 'to overcome'. 13 The two literal (and 
identical) instances of tpbco involve the presence of weapons: in both passages Odysseus, envi- 
sioning his final confrontation with Penelope's suitors, ends his speech with the comment 'for 
iron in itself attracts a man'. The adjective rpcot6; 'vulnerable', derived from tpc)o, occurs as a 
hapax in Homer, again in the context of a weapon: 'for surely this man's skin is vulnerable 
(Atpwo6) to sharp bronze'.'4 In Hesiod we find only tpitr6 and its compound AXtproito, each 
used once in the Theogony: Tprlyr6 is the name of a mountain near Nemea,5ls and rpprltog is an 
epithet for melting-pots.16 In early epic, therefore, when used literally, the Greek reflexes of the 
PIE *tr- root refer either to people putting holes in things (furniture, ears, stones, pots) or to 
things - iron or bronze weapons - putting holes in people. 

Among the members of this family of words, only tpaCga 'a wound' and zttptcaco 'to 
wound' (including one instance of the compound iaxattarpoxm) appear in the Attic orators, 
who are by far the most authoritative sources for trauma ekpronoias in Athenian law.'7 The fol- 
lowing is a catalogue of all the instances of these words in the orators: tpaiSa and tttpcario are 
considered separately, and under each word the citations are divided into technical uses, which 
refer to trauma ek pronoias, and other ('non-technical') uses. Within each section, passages 
newly cited are arranged according to the canonical order of the Attic orators (Antiphon, 
Andocides, Lysias, Isocrates, Isaeus, Demosthenes, Aeschines, Hypereides, Lycurgus, 
Deinarchus); within the corpus of each orator the speeches are ordered in their standard numeri- 
cal sequence, without distinction between genuine and spurious works. 

Technical uses of pas 

1. Lys. 3.41: And then I thought there was no intent to wound if someone wounded without intending 
to kill (orSEjiav iyyo4ryv xprvotaV Eltvax tpaiCasraog 6ottr 1il 

droscreivat 
pouiCLEvo; ~rpooE). 

For who is so stupid that he plans far in advance for one of his enemies to receive a wound? 

Lysias 3 was delivered by a defendant on trial for trauma ekpronoias; the prosecutor alleges that 
the speaker assaulted him with a potsherd. At this point in his defence, the speaker offers a neg- 
ative definition of trauma ekpronoias which focuses on the aspect of intent, asserting that a per- 

6 See Boisacq (1923) s.v. tipdx(ocw; Chantraine 
(1984) s.v. rtspamico; Frisk (1960) s.v. rtrpbaoco; Sihler 
(1995) 103. The exact relationship between the various 
Greek reflexes is unclear. It appears that the PIE root *tr- 
could have as a suffix the first laryngeal (H1). This suf- 
fixed root *tr-Hy- could form words (1) with e-grade root 
and zero-grade suffix (*ter-Hr- > rkperpov 'a drill'); (2) 
with vocalized zero-grade root and zero-grade suffix, or 
alternatively with zero-grade root and e-grade suffix (*tr- 
H1- or *tr-eH- > rprlzr6 'pierced', 'irpllgt 'to pierce'); 
(3) with zero-grade root and o-grade suffix (*tr-oHr- > 
nt-tpc-arco 'to wound', pmxo 'to wound', Doric and 
Ionic pdioa 'a wound'). With Attic zpaipa: Doric and 
Ionic spdoga, cf 0aisa (Homer): OsLa (Herodotus); see 
Beekes (1969) 177. 

7 Hom. II. 3.448, 24.720; Od. 1.440, 3.399, 7.345, 
10.12; Cunliffe (1924) s.v. Zpir6;. 

8 Hom. Od. 1.111, 22.439, 453. 
9 Hom. II. 14.182. 
10 Hom. Od. 13.77. 
11 Hom. Od. 16.293 = 19.12. 
12 Hom. II. 12.66, 23.341. 
13 Hom. Od. 21.293. 
14 Hom. II. 21.568. 
15 Hes. Theog. 331. 
16 Hes. Theog. 863. 
17 As Hansen (1983) 311-12 notes, neither the ideal- 

istic pronouncements of Plato's Laws nor the theoretical 
observations in Aristotle's Rhetoric should be interpreted 
as accurate statements of contemporary Athenian law. 
Passages in these two works which relate to trauma 
and/or pronoia are collected and analysed below 
(Appendix A). For the evidence provided by [Arist.] Ath. 
Pol., see infra, pp. 94-7. 
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son who does not intend to kill cannot possess an intent to wound, and therefore cannot be guilty 
of trauma ek pronoias.18 

2. Lys. 4.9: But he has reached such a level of churlishness that he is not ashamed to call a black eye a 
wound (zpa~isa), and to be carried around in a litter, and to pretend that he is in terrible shape, on 
account of a prostitute ... 

The manuscript title of Lysias 4, 'Concerning trauma ek pronoias, in whose defence and 
against whom <unknown>' (lept tpaCigatoS~K npovoia;, i&p oi Kai otpb; p v (&Srlov)) 
informs us that, like Lysias 3, it is a defence speech from a trauma lawsuit. In this case, too, the 
weapon allegedly used by the defendant is a potsherd; here the speaker disclaims liability on the 
grounds of the physical aspect of trauma ekpronoias, arguing that a black eye does not qualify 
as a 'wound'. 

3. Isoc. 20.7-8: It is also necessary, you see, to have the same opinion about those who commit hubris, 
... keeping in mind that often in the past flimsy pretexts have been responsible for grievous wrongs, and 
that, because of those who had the audacity to hit (txntetv) others, people have been brought to such 
a level of anger that they met with wounds (tpaiAiC a) and deaths and banishments and the greatest 
misfortunes .. 

The speaker of Isocrates 20, prosecuting Lochites for simple battery in a dikc aikeias, here 
describes an escalating cycle of violence in which punches (tuptein) lead to wounds (traumata), 
killings and exile; while no weapons are expressly mentioned, the speaker clearly regards trau- 
mata as more serious than punches. 

4. Dem. 23.22 (lex): The Council of the Areopagus shall judge cases of homicide, trauma ekpronoias, 
arson and poisoning, if someone kills by administering poison. 

This excerpt from an Athenian statute, cited in Demosthenes' Against Aristocrates, states the 
legal jurisdiction of the Council of the Areopagus, which includes homicide, trauma, arson and 
lethal poisoning. The cited clause gives no specifics regarding trauma ek pronoias. The close 
proximity and nearly identical form of the speaker's quotation of the law at a24 (passage 5), and 
the similarity to the summary of Areopagite jurisdiction in the pseudo-Aristotelian Constitution 
of the Athenians (infra, pp. 94-5), support the authenticity of the citation. 

5. Dem. 23.24: For it is written in the law: 'the Council shall judge cases of homicide, trauma ek 
pronoias, arson and poisoning, if someone kills by administering poison'. 

Here Euthycles, the speaker of Demosthenes 23, quotes the law cited at a22 (passage 4). 

6. [Dem.] 40.32: And this man, having plotted against me along with Menecles, the architect of all these 
plans, and having proceeded from argument and verbal abuse to throwing punches, cut his own head and 
issued me a summons (npooXcahoxto) to the Areopagus for trauma, in order to exile me from the city. 

In this passage the speaker, Mantitheus (PA = APF 9676), refers to a prosecution for trauma ek 
pronoias previously initiated against him by his half-brother Boeotus (PA = APF 9675), his 
adversary in the present lawsuit, who was apparently aided by an accomplice named Menecles. 

18 On the legal validity of this argument, see infra, pp. 84-7. 
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According to Mantitheus, a dispute between the men came to blows, and Boeotus then cut him- 
self in the head (presumably with an edged weapon such as a knife or potsherd) and filed a law- 
suit for trauma, blaming Mantitheus for inflicting the wound (cf passages 9, 10, 11; Dem. 54.35 
(infra)). As in passages 3, 6, 7 and 8, we see an escalation of hostilities from verbal abuse to a 
fistfight to an accusation of trauma, which Boeotus lodges with the Council of the Areopagus (cf 
passages 4 and 5), with the intended penalty being Mantitheus' banishment from Attica. 

7. Dem. 54.18: They say that these [lawsuits for slander] exist for this reason: so that people exchang- 
ing insults are not led to hit each other. And again, there are lawsuits for battery (aikeias), and I hear 
that these lawsuits exist for this reason: so that a person, when he is in a weaker position, should not 
defend himself with a rock or something of that sort, but should await the justice provided by the law. 
And again, there are lawsuits for wounding (traumatos graphai), so that, when people are being wound- 
ed, killings do not occur. 

The speaker, Ariston (PA 2139), delivers these comments in a dikc aikeias against Conon (PA 
8715). Demosthenes has Ariston present a system of rationales for the laws punishing escalating 
acts of insult and injury (cf passage 3). The action for slander (dike kakdgorias) exists so that 
the slandered party will avail himself of this legal remedy rather than punching the offender; the 
action for battery (dike aikeias) exists so that a man losing a fistfight is not tempted to use a 
weapon ('a rock or something of that sort'); the action for trauma (graphi traumatos) is designed 
to forestall the escalation of a dispute from wounding to homicide. The element that distinguish- 
es trauma from battery is the use of a weapon. This distinction is corroborated e silentio in 
Ariston's description of the assault which precipitated his dike aikeias (ss8-9). According to 
Ariston, Conon and a gang of friends and relatives beat and kicked him nearly to death and 
stripped him of his cloak, and Conon crowed like a rooster over Ariston's prone body. At the 
beginning of his speech (s 1), Ariston says that his relatives considered Conon to be liable to 
apagrgi for stealing Ariston's cloak and to a graphi hubreds for the assault, but counselled him 
to file a dikc aikeias instead, owing to his youth and inexperience. Nowhere does Ariston men- 
tion an action for trauma as a possibility, presumably (in light of the distinction attested in the 
passage quoted above) because Conon et al. assaulted him with their hands and feet but did not 
use weapons. 

8. Dem. 54.19: The least serious, the action for slander, has in view, I think, the final and most terrible, 
so that killing does not occur and so that people are not led little by little from verbal abuse to punch- 
es, from punches to wounds, and from wounds to death .. 

Here Ariston gives an abbreviated version of the escalating scale of offences and remedies 
offered in passage 7. This shorthand account again clearly distinguishes between blows (plkgai) 
and wounds (traumata). In both passages, too, wounding is clearly regarded as more serious than 
battery. This point of view finds corroboration later in the speech, as Ariston contemplates the 
pre-trial machinations of Conon's gang: 

And these are the fine and high-spirited things they do. 'Will we not testify for each other? Is that not 
the duty of comrades and friends? And what is so terrible about the things he will bring to bear against 
you? Some people say they saw him being beaten (trtxst6evov)? Well, we'll testify that he wasn't 
even touched. That he was stripped of his cloak? We'll testify that they did it first. That he had his 
lip stitched? We'll say that we had our heads or something else broken open (KaE (s35) 

In these deliberations imagined by Ariston, the plans conceived by Conon's associates to count- 
er the potential charges available to Ariston progress from the least serious charge, aikeia, to the 
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more serious allegations of cloak-snatching and finally wounding. Note that Ariston uses 2Antso 
to describe an assault by punching and/or kicking (cf passages 3, 7), while icaxtyvsut (cf pas- 
sage 15; Dem. 18.67 (infra, p. 82)) describes the result of a wound made by a weapon; and fur- 
ther, Ariston assumes that people who consider bringing false trauma charges will claim to have 
received head wounds (cf passages 9, 10, 11). 

9. Aeschin. 2.93: And now you bring an accusation of receiving bribes, while previously you submit- 
ted to a fine from the Council of the Areopagus because you did not prosecute the graphi traumatos 
which you brought against Demomeles of Paeania, your own cousin, after cutting (1xtrle-rEv) your own 
head? And you speak in solemn tones to these people, as if they do not know that you are the bastard 
son of Demosthenes the cutler? 

In this passage from his oration On the False Embassy, delivered in 343, Aeschines asserts 
that Demosthenes had inflicted a wound on himself and then initiated a lawsuit for trauma in 
which he blamed the wound on his cousin Demomeles (PA = APF 3554). Demosthenes subse- 
quently dropped the case - Aeschines' insinuation is that he did so upon payment of a bribe by 
Demomeles - and was accordingly fined by the Areopagus. Aeschines' account corroborates sev- 
eral aspects of the definition and treatment of trauma seen in the previous passages. He suggests 
that Demosthenes inflicted a head wound upon himself with a sharp object, presumably a knife 
(hence the allusion to Demosthenes senior's profession). It appears from this passage, along with 
10 and 11, that self-administered head wounds might be employed in order to bring fraudulent 
trauma charges; cutting oneself on the head would be a natural choice, as even minor scalp 
lacerations tend to bleed profusely and thus present the appearance of a significant wound to a 
critical area: the i:nt- in tsntrtezCv may imply a surface wound. The legal action for trauma is 
described as a graphi (cf passage 7) and falls under the jurisdiction of the Council of the 
Areopagus (cf passages 4, 5 and 6). 

10. Aeschin. 3.51: For why is it necessary now to discuss the graphi traumatos which he was involved 
in, when he indicted before the Council of the Areopagus Demomeles of Paeania, his own cousin, and 
the cutting (intotoilv) of his head ...? 

In the Against Ctesiphon, delivered in the celebrated Crown case in 330, thirteen years after 
On the False Embassy (passage 9), Aeschines reiterates his allegation that Demosthenes wound- 
ed himself in the head and then brought a trauma charge against his cousin Demomeles. As pre- 
viously, Aeschines labels the lawsuit a graphi and states that Demosthenes brought his accusa- 
tion before the Council of the Areopagus. 

11. Aeschin. 3.212: ... [Demosthenes,] who scorns the honour achieved before you so much that he has 
cut countless times that foul and accountable head of his, which this man [Ctesiphon], against all the 
laws, has nominated for a crown; and he has received payment for these cuts by filing graphai trau- 
matos ekpronoias. And he has been beaten so badly that I think he still has clearly upon him the marks 
of Meidias' knuckles;19 for the man has got himself not a head but a source of income. 

19 In 348, Meidias had punched Demosthenes in the 
face at the festival of the Greater Dionysia while 
Demosthenes was serving as chorigos (chorus producer) 
for his tribe; Demosthenes secured a preliminary con- 
demnation of Meidias by probold. Dem. 21 (Against 

Meidias) may or may not have been delivered in a subse- 
quent lawsuit (see MacDowell (1990)): Aeschines else- 
where accuses Demosthenes of abandoning proceedings 
against Meidias upon payment of a bribe of 30 minae 
(Aeschin. 3.51-2). 
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Here Aeschines indulges in standard rhetorical hyperbole, inflating the motif of Demosthenes' 
sycophantic self-mutilation such that Demosthenes has given himself head wounds 'countless 
times' and has filed a charge of trauma ek pronoias on each occasion. While exaggerated, this 
account is consistent in several key specifics with Aeschines' comments in passages 9 and 10: the 
action for trauma is a graphi, and Demosthenes is again accused of wounding himself by cutting 
his head and using the threat of prosecution for trauma as a way to extort money from his targets. 

Non-technical uses of xpacxto 

12. Lys. fr. 47 Thalheim =fr. 111.3 Gernet-Bizos: ... with wounds (tpaotiaxa) suffered not when 
others were coming after me, but when I myself was advancing ... 

This fragment comes from a defence speech For Iphicrates, supposedly delivered by the illustri- 
ous general himself in a lawsuit for treason (prodosia).20 As Iphicrates (PA = APF 7737) appears 
to be describing wounds he received in battle, we may assume that weapons were involved. His 
point here seems to be that all the wounds he sustained were on the front of his body and thus he 
cannot have committed treason by fleeing.21 

13. Isoc. 18.52: And after a battle had broken out between them, they hid away a female slave and 
accused Cratinus of bashing her head in (ovvtpiWat); claiming that the woman had died as a result of 
the wound, they filed a dike phonou against him at the Palladion. 

The speaker here relates a prosecution brought by his adversary Callimachus (PA 7996) and 
Callimachus' brother-in-law against Cratinus (PA 8751), not for trauma but for homicide. 
Callimachus and his brother-in-law falsely alleged that a female slave had had her skull caved in 
during the brawl between themselves and Cratinus, and that the wound had proved fatal; in an 
attempt to prevent the detection of their ruse, they kept the woman in hiding. The speaker's use 
of ouvvpi3o 'crush' suggests that a blunt instrument, such as a club or a rock, was supposed to 
have inflicted the wound.22 Cratinus' homicide trial took place at the Palladion because the 
alleged victim was not an Athenian citizen (Dem. 23.71-3); he foiled his prosecutors' plan at the 
eleventh hour by producing the woman safe and sound (s54). 

14. Dem. 18.262: For there was a war without truce or heralds between you and your spectators; hav- 
ing received many wounds at their hands, you naturally mock as cowards those who have no experi- 
ence of such perils. 

Here, in defending Ctesiphon against Aeschines in the Crown case (cf passages 10 and 11), 
Demosthenes refers sarcastically to Aeschines' experiences as an allegedly third-rate actor as 
battles against his disgruntled audiences. The wounds (traumata) suffered by Aeschines were 
inflicted, Demosthenes says, by edible missiles (figs, grapes and olives: s262 supra). 

Technical uses of zttp'ssocw 

1. Lys. 3.41: see passage 1 supra. 
7. Dem. 54.18: see passage 7 supra. 

20 On the dubious authenticity of the surviving frag- 
ments of this speech, see Gernet and Bizos (1989) 2.233. 

21 Cf C. Marius' speech at Sall. Jug. 85.29. 
22 Cf Lys. 3.18 (infra, p. 87). 
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15. Lys. 3.42: But clearly the men who established the laws here did not see fit to impose exile from 
the homeland if people who were fighting happened to break each other's heads open (d&hiXcov iacdc- 

5avtEg 'r& KEcpakg); otherwise they would have exiled many men indeed. Rather, they made the 
penalties so strict for those who plotted to kill people and wounded them but were unable to kill them, 
in the belief that they should be penalized for what they planned and intended: if they did not succeed, 
the deed was no less done on their part. 

Here the speaker theorizes that Athenian legislators designed the action for trauma not for cases 
of simple wounding but for wounding with intent to kill; i.e. attempted homicide.23 In support of 
this interpretation he offers the rationale that, if the courts had traditionally applied the term 
trauma to any act of wounding, the number of people exiled from Athens for trauma would have 
been much higher than it actually was. In keeping with the statements of litigants in passages 6 
and 16 (cf 3 and Lys. 4.13), the speaker assumes that persons convicted of trauma receive an 
automatic sentence of exile. Note, too, that 

Kasrsyvusu 
'break open' implies the use of a weapon, 

and that the speaker posits head wounds as typical traumata (cf passages 6, 9, 10, 11). 

16. [Lys.] 6.15: It seems terrible to me that, if someone wounds (tpdmilt) a man's body, the head or 
face or hands or feet, according to the laws of the Areopagus he will be banished from the victim's city, 
and if he returns, he will be denounced and punished with death ... 

[Lysias] 6 was delivered by one of Andocides' prosecutors in the cause cdldbre in which 
Andocides defended himself with his speech On the Mysteries. In this part of the oration, the 
speaker compares the penalty for defiling the image of a divinity with the penalty for wounding 
a person. Several points in the passage are worthy of note. First, the speaker's reference to 'the 
laws of the Areopagus' indicates that an inscribed law or laws on trauma existed and were locat- 
ed on the Areopagus. Second, the stated penalty for trauma is exile from the home polls of the 
wounded person. As the Areopagus lacked competence to banish a person from areas over which 
it exercised no jurisdiction, at Andocides' trial date (in 400 or 399)24 people convicted of trauma 
might be exiled from Attica and from Athenian cleruchies. However, the trauma law to which 
Andocides' prosecutor refers probably dates to the period of the Athenian Empire (478-404) and 
was originally intended to generalize the Athenian penalty for trauma so as to encompass all 
allied cities under Athenian hegemony.25 Third, the speaker asserts that a person convicted of 
trauma who violated his exile could be denounced before a magistrate (by the procedure of 
endeixis),26 arrested and executed; this procedure could also be employed against those exiled for 
homicide.27 

In the MSS the phrase 1 rpaiGtno;og 8i npovoiog, 'namely, for trauma ekpronoias', appears 
after zrilv ro )6 &tcrlswog 6,tV. Modern editors, following Taylor, delete this phrase; evident- 
ly some glossator chose clumsily to insert the full technical name of the offence, presumably to 
be construed as genitive of the charge after (ps~etat: 

'will be banished from the victim's city; 
namely, for trauma ek pronoias'. 

23 Cf p. 74 supra. 
24 MacDowell (1962); Gagarin and MacDowell 

(1998). 
25 During the imperial period, by the 440s at the lat- 

est, lawsuits in member cities which carried penalties of 
death, exile (e.g. trauma), or disfranchisement were sub- 
ject to mandatory referral to Athens: see, e.g., the Phaselis 

decree (IG 13 10 = Meiggs-Lewis (1992) no. 31 = Fornara 
(1983) no. 68) and the Chalcis decree (IG I3 40 = Meiggs- 
Lewis (1992) no. 52 = Fornara (1983) no. 103). 

26 See Todd (1993) 117; Hansen (1976). 
27 Dem. 23.28, with IG 12 115.30-1 (these lines are 

not restored in IG I3 104). 
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Non-technical uses of tltp (and compounds) 

7. Dem. 54.18: see passage 7 supra. 

17. Ant. 3 P3 4: For if the javelin had travelled outside the bounds of its [proper] course toward the 
boy and wounded (ktpooEv) him, there would be no argument left to us [to assert] that we were not 
killers .. 

Antiphon's Second Tetralogy consists of two pairs of speeches delivered by the prosecution and 
defence in a hypothetical homicide case. A boy observing javelin practice at a gymnasium has 
been struck and killed by one of the missiles, and his relatives bring a lawsuit for unintentional 
homicide (dike phonou akousiou) against the thrower.28 This passage appears in the second ora- 
tion in the tetralogy, which is the first speech for the defence. The speaker uses tvtpcioco 
(~i'pooev) of the lethal wound inflicted by the javelin. Prosecution and defence stipulate that 
there was no pronoia; that is, that the thrower killed the victim unintentionally.29 Had the victim 
survived, therefore, we might be confronted with a case of unintentional wounding (*trauma mi 
ekpronoias), for which Athenian law had no attested action; but since the victim died, the charge 
is unintentional homicide. 

18. Ant. 3 y 5: For he has reached such a point of audacity and shamelessness that he asserts that the 
boy who threw (pa1X6vsa) [the javelin] and killed neither wounded nor killed (&ltoKsievava oiSrE 
tpoosat oiS-E slKtEiVot) ... 

The third speech from the same tetralogy is the second speech for the prosecution. The speak- 
er here reacts to the defence's claim that the thrower of the javelin bears no responsibility for the 
result of his actions because he threw the fatal javelin as instructed and within the designated 
area. Relevant to the definition of tI-pdoxco is Antiphon's use of tp0at 'wounded' as a syn- 
onym for 3ahQsiv 'threw, struck with a thrown object' (pa1$6va : tpa~ot :: oxoKreiivavta 

: 
ctxolCtival). 

19. [Lys.] 20.14: But when he was compelled and swore the oath, after going to the Council Hall 
for eight days, he sailed off to Eretria. There he showed himself to be not faint of heart in the naval 
battles; he returned here wounded (-ezpowpvo;), and the revolution had already taken place. 

[Lysias] 20, For Polystratus, was delivered by a son of the defendant Polystratus (PA = APF 
12076), who was tried by an unknown procedure in connection with his participation in the 
regime of the Four Hundred in 411/10. The present passage describes Polystratus' involvement 
in naval action off Euboea as the oligarchs were seizing power in Athens. As the speaker uses 

zttp~lao 
to describe wounds Polystratus received in battle, we may presume that weapons were 

involved.30 

20. Isoc. 19.39: And look how well it turned out for him. When we failed in our assault on the city 
and the retreat did not go as we wished, as he had been wounded (tErpow~vov) and could not walk, 
but was barely breathing, I carried him onto the boat with the help of my servant, bearing him on my 
shoulders. As a result, he has said often and to many people that I, alone among men, was respons- 
ible for his survival. 

28 For a similar Roman scenario, see D. 9.2.9.4 
(Ulpian, ad Ed. 18). 

29 Ant. 3 P1 6. On the equivalence of ek pronoias and 
hekousios in Athenian law, see Loomis (1972). 

30 With this use of zttpljswo to describe battlefield 
wounds, cf passages 12, 14 (sarcastic), 20, 21, 23. 
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Here again we find "ttpsaco used in a battlefield scenario, where the presence of weapons 
can be taken for granted. The speaker claims credit for saving the life of Sopolis, the brother of 
the testator Thrasylochus whose will is being contested, after Sopolis had been wounded in action 
while leading an unsuccessful attack on the city of Siphnos. 

21. [Dem.] 11.22: ... but this upstart from Macedonia is such a daredevil that, in the pursuit of expand- 
ing his empire, he has been wounded throughout his entire body (icaoaterp~aOlt r&v t6 oaiita) while 
fighting his enemies ... 

This passage from the pseudo-Demosthenic Response to the Letter ofPhilip alludes to Philip's 
numerous and famous battlefield wounds (cf Dem. 18.67). The compound iacxtrtpdaiKo a 
hapax in the orators, also appears in Xenophon's Anabasis, where (as here) it designates mult- 
iple battle wounds delivered by different weapons.3' 

22. Dem. 24.113 (lex): And if a person should steal anything at all by night, one may pursue him and 
kill or wound him (tpxoat), or arrest him and take him to the Eleven, if one should so wish. 

Diodorus (PA 3919), the speaker of Demosthenes 24, here cites a law which he (perhaps cor- 
rectly) attributes to Solon. The law allows self-help against a nocturnal thief and does not require 
that the thief be apprehended on the spot; he may be chased from the location of the theft and, if 
caught, may be arrested by apag6gd, wounded, or killed with impunity. No weapon is specified. 

23. [Dem.] 52.10: And in addition to this, when he was brought into port at Argos wounded 
(tErptojitvo;), he gave the goods that had been brought into port with him to Strammenus, the Argive 
proxenus of the Heracleotes. 

In his oration Against Callippus, Apollodorus relates the demise of Lycon of Heraclea, who 
was attacked by pirates in the Argolic Gulf while travelling to Libya. Lycon was wounded in the 
fighting and brought to Argos, where he died. Again we find tipsxKco used of wounds received 
in battle, and in this instance the cause of the wound is identified as an arrow (s5). 

The foregoing comprehensive survey of the orators' use of -paxt~a and ztrpaosao suggests sev- 
eral conclusions. The most basic observation is that the wound to which these words refer is 
always physical; none of the citations above refers to what we would call 'psychological trau- 
ma'.32 In the passages which refer to the Athenian offence of trauma ekpronoias, when the cause 
of the actionable wound is specified, it is always a weapon, whether edged (potsherds: 1, 2) or 
blunt (rocks: 7); even when no weapon is explicitly named, as in the repeated accusations of indi- 
viduals' bringing false trauma charges for self-inflicted wounds (6, 9, 10, 11), the relevant 
injuries are said to have been made by cutting, presumably with a knife or potsherd. While the 
preserved law (4) and statutory citations and paraphrases (5, 16) dealing with trauma fail to 
define the term, the statements of litigants (3, 8; cf 2) show that trauma was a more serious form 
of assault than aikeia (simple battery), and one passage (7) clearly implies that the use of a 
weapon distinguished trauma from aikeia. When the orators employ tpai~a and vttrptaio non- 
technically, they are usually describing battles (12, 19, 20, 21, 23; cf 14), where the presence of 
weapons can be assumed even in the absence of a stated cause of the relevant wound (such as the 
arrow in 23); in the remainder of cases, too, with the sole exception of the theft law quoted in 22, 

31 Xen. Anab. 3.4.25-6, 4.1.10. 
32 Outside the orators these words can denote mental 

suffering: e.g. Eur. Hipp. 392-3. When Herodotus uses 

rpo.La of a disastrous military defeat (e.g. 5.121, 6.132) 
he presumably has in mind both the physical and the men- 
tal effects suffered by the losers. 
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weapons are either explicitly (17, 18) or implicitly (13) involved. The evidence of the orators, 
considered in toto, thus permits an answer to the first question posed in the introduction to this 
study, regarding the identification of the defining physical element of trauma ek pronoias in 
Athenian law. The passages cited above, both technical and non-technical, bear out the common 
scholarly assumption that the use of a weapon distinguished trauma from other types of non- 
lethal bodily assault. In order to address the second issue raised in the introduction, viz. the legal 
definition of pronoia in trauma ek pronoias, we shall now proceed to an analysis of the attested 
Athenian lawsuits for trauma. 

II. ATTESTED LAWSUITS FOR TRAUMA EK PRONOIAS 

Case 1. Simon (PA 12690) v. NN33 (terminus post quem August 394)34 
Source: Lysias 3, Against Simon 

Lysias 3, the only complete extant speech delivered in a trauma lawsuit, represents one side of 
the legal climax of a long dispute over a slave prostitute, a Plataean youth named Theodotus. The 
man who delivered Lysias 3 was being prosecuted for trauma ekpronoias by a fellow-Athenian 
named Simon (PA 12690); all that we know of the speaker's identity is that he was older and 
wealthier than his prosecutor (ss4, 47). Simon asserts that he paid Theodotus 300 drachmas to 
contract for his services, only to have the speaker seduce the boy away (s22). The speaker, how- 
ever, claims that he succeeded in attracting Theodotus, who had been put off by Simon's obnox- 
ious behaviour (s5). According to the speaker, Simon scorned legal means of redress35 and 
attempted to reclaim Theodotus by means of violent self-help. First, accompanied by a posse of 
friends, an intoxicated Simon broke into the speaker's home at night; he did not find the speak- 
er or Theodotus there but did manage to disturb the respectable seclusion of the speaker's female 
relatives (s6). Then, having learned where the speaker and Theodotus were eating, Simon called 
him outside and attacked him, first with his fists and then by throwing rocks. The rocks missed 
the speaker, but one hit Simon's friend Aristocritus (PA 1931) and wounded him in the forehead 
(ss7-8). Out of shame, the speaker refrained from prosecuting Simon for his actions,36 choosing 
instead to leave Attica for an unspecified period of time, taking Theodotus with him (s9). 

Upon his return, the speaker again clashed with Simon. Simon contends that the speaker and 
Theodotus came to his house armed with potsherds and that the speaker threatened to kill him 
and then attacked him, inflicting at least one serious wound (ss27-8). The speaker, on the con- 
trary, claims that he and Theodotus were ambushed by Simon and a group of his friends outside 
the house of Lysimachus (PA 9487); the speaker himself fled in one direction, Theodotus - with 
the gang led by Simon in hot pursuit - in another (ss 11-13). All parties reconvened at the shop 
of a fuller named Molon (PA 10410), and a general m6le ensued in which each participant was 
wounded in the head (ss15-18). Four years later (s19), Simon prosecutes the speaker, who has 
just lost an antidosis (s20), for trauma ekpronoias before the Council of the Areopagus; the com- 

33 A(ulus) A(gerius) = anonymous prosecutor; 
N(umerius) N(egidius) = anonymous defendant. 

34 At Lys. 3.45, the speaker states that Simon was 
drummed out of the Athenian army after showing up late 
to the battles of Corinth and Coroneia (August 394) and 
striking the taxiarch Laches (PA 9012); the trauma trial at 
which Lysias 3 was delivered probably took place within 
the next few years, when these events were still fresh in 
the minds of the Areopagite jurors. 

35 Simon could have brought a dike blabis (action for 
damages) against the speaker (or, possibly, against 
Theodotus' owner) for breach of contract. If he convict- 

ed the speaker, he would have been awarded double dam- 
ages (600 drachmas), since the loss was caused intention- 
ally; if he convicted Theodotus' owner, he would have 
been awarded simple damages, since Theodotus' owner 
presumably did not intend for his slave to violate the con- 
tract (Dem. 21.43). 

36 By his allegation that Simon committed hubris by 
breaking into his house and dishonouring his kinswomen 
(s7), the speaker implies that he could have brought a 
graphe hubreds against Simon; he also could have 
brought a dike aikeias for the fistfight, which he claims 
Simon initiated (cf [Dem.] 47.40). 
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bination of the lapse of time since the alleged offence and the speaker's weakened circumstances 
may indicate that Simon's lawsuit was conceived as an attempt at extortion. If convicted, the 
speaker faces a penalty of exile with confiscation of property (aa38, 41). The winner of the law- 
suit is unknown. 

Procedure: the diamosia 
In a dike phonou, the prosecutor, defendant, and all witnesses swore a special oath called the did- 
mosia, an imprecation calling down destruction upon the swearer and his house should he lie.37 
Demosthenes (23.67) describes the pre-trial di6mosia as follows: 

On the Areopagus, where the law grants and ordains that trials for homicide take place, first the man 
who accuses someone of such an offence swears an oath (StoLgei'rat) on the destruction of himself, his 
kin and his house; and he swears no ordinary oath, but one which no one swears for any other purpose, 
standing before the sacrificial pieces of a boar, a ram and a bull ...38 

The prosecutor affirmed that the defendant had committed the charged homicide; the defendant, 
that he had not. The winning side swore an additional di6mosia after the verdict was rendered 
(Aeschin. 2.87). Douglas MacDowell believes that the pre-trial di6mosia of each side also con- 
tained a clause stating that litigants would keep to the point in their speeches,39 but it is possible 
that the rule barring off-topic arguments (mr ex6 tou pragmatos legein) was simply a custom of 
the Areopagite court (cf Lys. 3.46: infra). 

Several references to a didmosia in Lysias 3 indicate that Demosthenes exaggerated in stating 
that the diamosia was limited to homicide cases. The speaker begins, 

Although I know many awful things about Simon, councillors, I never thought he would reach such a 
point of audacity as to file charges, claiming to be the wronged party, for actions for which he ought to 
be punished, and to come before you having sworn such a great and solemn oath (oiStm ~&,yav aol oey- 
vbv Spicov &to.ood~Evov). (a1) 

Although 8t&6vupt by itself does not necessarily denote the swearing of a didmosia,40 its con- 
junction with the phrase 'such a great and solemn oath' indicates that the oath sworn here by 
Simon is not of the regular courtroom variety. Moreover, the speaker's contention in a4 that he 
is not liable under the terms of Simon's oath (oinc ivoXoo Ei1A ot; XijiWV 6tOCS6A0ctO) shows that 
Simon, like the prosecutor in a dikc phonou, swore to his defendant's guilt. Finally, if 
MacDowell is correct and a section of the di6mosia dealt with the relevance of trial arguments, 
then further proof of a di6mosia sworn in the present case appears in a46, where the speaker 
indulges in praeteritio, disdaining to include additional details about Simon 'since in your [i.e. 
the Areopagite] court it is not customary [or "lawful": nomimon] to speak outside the issue (ex6 
tou pragmatos legein)'. 

Mens rea.: the elements ofpronoia 
The two main indicators ofpronoia adduced by Simon and rebutted by the speaker are the speak- 
er's alleged threat to kill and his possession of a weapon: the speaker summarizes Simon's argu- 
ment regarding his intent with the statement, 'He says that we [i.e. the speaker and Theodotus] 
came to his house with a potsherd, and that I threatened to kill him, and that this constitutes 

37 For a detailed analysis of the oaths sworn in homi- 
cide lawsuits, see MacDowell (1963) 90-100. 

38 Interestingly, the sacrificial victims here are the 
same as those in a Roman suovetaurilia. 

39 MacDowell (1963) 93. 
40 MacDowell (1963) 92: cf. Dem. 57.39, 44; 

Aeschin. 2.156. 
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pronoia' (a28). In his note on this passage, C. Carey observes that, while Simon evidently used 
the speaker's possession of a potsherd to prove pronoia, at Lysias 4.6 (infra, p. 89) possession of 
a potsherd 'appears to be associated with unpremeditated violence, in contrast to a dagger, which 
would argue premeditation'.41 

Before proceeding further, we must address the question of whether pronoia in the phrase 
trauma ekpronoias designated 'premeditation' or mere 'intent'.42 Besides trauma, the only other 
form of assault which Athenian law categorized as occurring with or without pronoia was homi- 
cide. As demonstrated by W.T. Loomis, while in non-legal contexts pronoia may mean 'fore- 
thought' (i.e. premeditation), Athenian homicide law employs the designation ekpronoias inter- 
changeably with hekrn and hekousios, both of which mean 'willing(ly), intentional(ly)'.43 That 
is, the law did not distinguish between killings committed as the result of significant reflection 
(premeditation) and those committed intentionally on the spur of the moment: the requirement 
for pronoia was satisfied by an intent to commit the act at the moment of its commission.44 
Simply put, therefore, in the homicide law pronoia meant 'intent', not 'premeditation'. In accor- 
dance with Occam's Razor, we must presume that pronoia most likely had the same significance 
for wounding as for killing, and so trauma ek pronoias should be interpreted as 'intentional 
wounding', not 'premeditated wounding'. While premeditation proved intent a fortiori, and 
accordingly Simon and the prosecutor in Lysias 4 endeavoured to establish premeditation, it was 
not a legal necessity. Demosthenes' description of the legal remedies for escalating assaults in 
the Against Conon (passage 7) corroborates this interpretation. Ariston there depicts Athenians 
as being liable to charges of trauma if a physical altercation, which itself may have arisen from 
an exchange of verbal insults, escalates to the point where weapons are used; there is no hint of 
premeditation, and in fact the scenario offered by Ariston seems to argue against premeditation, 
presenting instead a picture of disputants whose argument escalates in the heat of the moment 
from words to blows to wounds.45 

In response to Simon's attribution ofpronoia to him, the speaker of Lysias 3 not only dis- 
claims pronoia on his part but attempts to prove that, if anyone exercised pronoia, it was Simon 
and his friends. Combating Simon's accusation ofpronoia at aa29-34, the speaker uses the noun 
ip6vota and the verb 

npovofolat 
once each, but prefers the latter's value-negative synonym 

rntpovXebo 'plot against', which appears three times (e.g. a29: 'To whom would it seem 
credible that I came to Simon's house having conceived an intent and plotting against him 
[Enpovorlei; Icai A iuntpoveoyv]?'). The speaker's description of the brawl outside Molon's 
fullery also supports the attribution ofpronoia to Simon rather than to himself: after narrating the 
chase-scene and the resulting fight, he concludes that 'it would be bizarre if I were deemed to 
have intended (npovorl9fivat) the terrible and illegal things that they (i.e. Simon and his friends) 
did'. That is, it was not the speaker's idea that he and Theodotus be attacked and chased through 
the streets of Athens; his description of the setting of the ambush by Simon and his cronies places 
pronoia squarely in their corner. 

Defence strategy 
In his defence against the charge of trauma ekpronoias, the speaker of Lysias 3 devotes most of 
his efforts to disproving the mental component of the offence (pronoia) and hardly addresses the 
physical component (trauma) at all, except in denying that a fight outside the house of 

41 Carey (1989) 105-6. 
42 Premeditation: Lamb (1930) 85; Todd (2000) 42. 

Intent: Hansen (1983) 307 ('intent to kill'); Carey (1989) 
109-10 (possibly, but not definitely, intent to kill); Todd 
(1993) 269 ('intent [to kill]'). Cf Carey and Reid (1985) 
90: 'deliberate wounding'; Lipsius (1905-15) 605: 'dass 
dies [i.e. an attempt to kill] die Bedingung der Klage war, 

und nicht, wie mehrfach behauptet worden ist, irp6vota in 
dem allgemeinen Sinne bdswilliger Absicht verstanden 
sein kann ...'; MacDowell (1978) 123-4 ('deliberate 
wounding'). 

43 Loomis (1972), esp. p. 90. 
44 Cf Carey (1989) 110. 
45 Cf MacDowell (1978) 123-4. 
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Lysimachus ever occurred (s 14) and in using tAitwo 'strike, punch' and similar words, rather than 
ztrpdtaio, to refer to Simon's accusation (e.g. s27).46 His relative reticence regarding the phys- 
ical aspect of the charge suggests that he did, in fact, wound Simon with a potsherd and/or with 
a rock (infra, pp. 87-8), and that Simon has the witnesses to prove it (cf s27, where the speaker 
states that over 200 people witnessed the fight outside Molon's shop). Significantly, the speak- 
er never explicitly counters Simon's allegation that he armed himself with a potsherd (although 
he does make an attempt at mitigation: see infra, p. 87); presumably numerous witnesses saw him 
carrying (if not using) the potsherd, and he thinks it unwise to repeat, and thereby acknowledge, 
a piece of damaging evidence. In contrast to the weakness of the speaker's case with regard to 
trauma, Lysias skilfully constructs the argument against pronoia, as hinted above, by inflating 
and then refuting Simon's attempted afortiori proof of premeditation. Why, his reasoning goes, 
would the speaker go to Simon's house in broad daylight, in the presence of a multitude of wit- 
nesses, and start a fight with Simon and his friends in which he was badly outnumbered, rather 
than trying to catch Simon alone or bringing a group of his own friends with him? 

Another key element in the speaker's defence concerns the nature of the requisite intent: did 
pronoia in trauma ek pronoias refer to the offender's intent as to the result of his act or to his 
intent to commit the act itself? According to the speaker, trauma ek pronoias required not sim- 
ply an intent to wound (intent as to act) but an intent to kill (intent as to result: s28 (supra, pp. 
84-5); ss41-2: see passages 1 and 15); in justification of his position he contends that the law- 
giver(s) would not have inflicted a punishment as severe as exile and confiscation of property 
upon every Athenian who wounded another. The speaker's argument on this point has common- 
ly been accepted as fact.47 Again, however, Loomis' analysis of the parallel provided by Athenian 
homicide law suggests that the speaker is incorrect. Intentional homicide (rp6vog ~K 
lpovo{ia/Kol/~ooto) required only that the actor intend the act, not the resulting death: this is 
clear from cases in which liability for intentional homicide resulted (or would have resulted had 
the victim died) from an act in which the offender intended to harm the victim but not to kill him. 
Loomis cites two such instances: the hypothetical lawsuit represented by the Third Tetralogy of 
Antiphon and Ariston's prosecution of Conon by dike aikeias (Dem. 54). In the former case, the 
victim punched the defendant, who killed him in self-defence (Ant. 4 3 1, y 3-4). The prosecu- 
tion admits that the defendant did not intend to kill the victim (4 y 4) but nonetheless brings a 
charge of intentional homicide (4 a 6): while the defendant did not intend the result of his act, he 
did intend the act itself (4 y 4). In Demosthenes 54, Ariston alleges that Conon and a gang of his 
relatives and friends beat, kicked and robbed him, nearly killing him in the process. Ariston 
accordingly prosecutes Conon for simple battery (aikeia);48 if he had died, however, Conon 
would have incurred liability for homicide (Dem. 54.25) and would have been prosecuted in the 
Areopagus court (54.28), which tried dikai phonou for the intentional killing of Athenian citizens 
(Dem. 23.65-70; [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 57.3; cf passages 4, 5). As Loomis observes, Ariston nowhere 
accuses Conon of trying to kill him; nonetheless, Ariston's death as a result of the attack would 
have been treated as intentional homicide because, as in Antiphon 4, Conon intended the attack, 
if not the (hypothetical) result.49 

The often-cited procedural similarities between trauma and homicide (including the juris- 
diction of the Council of the Areopagus and the swearing of the dirmosia by litigants and their 
witnesses) therefore indicate not that trauma was legally considered attempted homicide but that 
the element of pronoia had the same meaning in each offence: it designated an intent to act, not 

46 On ri'trnw, see Paley and Sandys (1886-1910) 
1.233-8; Cope and Sandys (1877) 1.289 (ad Arist. Rhet. 
1377a21). 

47 See n.5 supra; also Lipsius (1905-15) 605; Todd 
(2000) 42. 

48 See p. 77 supra. 
49 Loomis (1972) 92-3; contra Wallace (1985) 98- 

100. 
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(necessarily) an intent to kill. The implication suggested by the speaker of Lysias 3, and accept- 
ed (e.g.) by Carey,50so namely, that the Areopagus will have hesitated to convict a trauma defen- 
dant who had not inflicted a serious injury and therefore presumably lacked an intent to kill, 
reflects (if true) the casuistic application of the trauma law by the Areopagite jury, not the word- 
ing or intent of the law itself.51 In fact, the content of the speaker's comment at s41, i'nEtxa &E 
Kai o{6AEtCa f1yo'igr1v np6votav eitvat tpaoiuaoo oo6tig gin &xoiAzevat oeuoXAIEvo; ietpoae 
('and besides, I thought there was no intent to wound if someone wounded without intending to 
kill' (emphasis mine)), shows that the trauma law did not define pronoia as intent to kill: if it did, 
the speaker would have cited the relevant statutory language rather than merely offering a pro- 
fessed interpretation of the law which clearly serves his own immediate interests; and the speak- 
er fails to cite the trauma law not only here but anywhere in Lysias 3.52 

Besides his rebuttal of the element of pronoia, the other main component of the speaker's 
defence in Lysias 3 is an argument of self-defence. Rejecting as a fabrication the prosecution's 
account of a fight at Simon's house, the speaker asserts that Simon and his gang started the con- 
frontation by ambushing him and Theodotus, who ran away, and that the actual fracas occurred 
shortly thereafter outside Molon's fullery, where Simon and his men had caught Theodotus and 
the speaker attempted to rescue him. The speaker describes the resulting free-for-all as follows: 

With a battle having begun, councillors, and as the boy [Theodotus] threw things at them ( ald2ovtog 
aAxioig) and defended his life, and they threw things at us (to~irov iwt&g pah3X6vzwv) and even 
punched him out of drunkenness, and I defended myself, and all the bystanders came to our aid since 
we were being wronged, in this fracas we all had our heads broken open (ouvvptpi~6eO 

& K&g cpaX&lg 
&i~noavtE). (s 18) 

Lysias' account, with its almost Polybian syntactical anaphora of genitive absolutes and frequent 
changes of subject, neatly matches the chaos of the fight it describes. However, the logograph- 
er takes care to de-emphasize and obscure his client's role in the brawl. Theodotus throws objects 
(presumably rocks and/or potsherds) at his attackers in defence of his own life; Simon and his 
posse hurl missiles at the speaker and Theodotus and even strike Theodotus with their fists in 
their inebriation; the speaker merely defends himself; and somehow every combatant receives an 
open head wound. All the passers-by render aid to the speaker and Theodotus because they see 
them as the victims of the assault and Simon's gang as the perpetrators. 

This narrative is designed to mitigate the charge against the speaker. It is quite unclear in the 
foregoing description who threw the first punch or the first rock or potsherd; this information 
would have been extremely relevant, since Athenian law permitted self-defence against an attack- 
er. Given the apparent presence of a large cohort of prosecution witnesses, the speaker may have 
considered it overly risky to argue outright that Simon struck first or resorted to a weapon first, 
but if he can inject into the minds of his jurors a measure of doubt as to who started the fight, his 
chances of securing an acquittal improve. Accordingly, in s40, the speaker's most fundamental 
response to the charge against him deals not with specifics (who threw the first punch? threw or 
swung the first potsherd? threw the first rock?) but with general responsibility for the fight: 'I 
think, councillors, that it has been sufficiently demonstrated that I am not responsible for any of 
the things that happened.' He was the pursued, not the pursuer; he had been the victim of numer- 
ous prior insults by Simon; and, during the brawl, Simon himself dealt him a head wound. Thus, 
while the speaker endeavours to disprove his possession of the mental requirement for trauma ek 
pronoias by narrowing the scope ofpronoia to an intent to kill, he simultaneously seeks to broad- 
en the jury's consideration of the physical requirement of the offence from the specific issue (did 

50 Carey (1989) 109. 
51 Cf Loomis (1972) 92-4. 

52 Cf. RE s.v. pa4Alpa eK 7povoiaO col. 2232; 
MacDowell (1978) 123. 
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the speaker intentionally wound Simon?) to a more general inquiry (who started the confronta- 
tion between Simon and the speaker?). While the speaker has the best chance of acquittal if he 
succeeds both in narrowing the focus ofpronoia and in placing the blame for initiating hostili- 
ties on his adversary, since these arguments address the fundamental aspects of the charge 
(pronoia and trauma respectively), either one alone may suffice to secure the desired verdict. 

Case 2. AA v. NN (date unknown but between 403 and c. 380)53 
Source: Lysias 4, On an Intentional Wounding, Defendant and Prosecutor Unknown 

Lysias 4 is a fairly long fragment (including the proofs (pisteis) and peroration (epilogos)) of a 
speech delivered, like Lysias 3, by a defendant answering a charge of trauma ek pronoias. The 
prosecutor and the speaker, both anonymous, had quarrelled over the ownership of a female 
slave: the prosecutor claimed sole ownership of the woman, while the speaker maintained that he 
and the prosecutor owned her jointly.54 Thus the origin of the dispute in Lysias 4, as in Lysias 3, 
lies in the possession of a slave who is the object of the rival affections of the litigants (s 1 etpas- 
sim). In the present case, friends of the antagonists endeavoured to reconcile them (ss 1-4), but 
the attempt failed, and eventually the dispute culminated in violence. The prosecutor alleges that 
the speaker broke into his house and assaulted him with a potsherd (ss5-6); the speaker admits 
only to having given the prosecutor a black eye and implies that he did so in self-defence (ss8- 
9, partially quoted as passage 2 supra). The prosecutor charges the speaker with trauma ek 
pronoias before the Council of the Areopagus (s 1); the speaker, if convicted, will incur a penal- 
ty of exile with confiscation of property (ss 13, 18, 19). We do not know which litigant won the 
lawsuit. 

Procedure: the dirmosia 
The sole reference to a didmosia in Lysias 4 appears in s4, where the speaker offers the names 
of two men who can corroborate the execution of one element of the reconciliation agreement 
between himself and his prosecutor; viz. that the prosecutor voted for his tribe in the choral com- 
petition at the Greater Dionysia: 

And Philinus and Diocles know that I am telling the truth about these matters, but it is not possible for 
them to testify, since they have not sworn the dirmosia concerning the charge on which I am being 
tried; since [if they could testify] you would clearly realize that we were the ones who nominated him 
[i.e. the prosecutor] as judge, and it was on our account that he took his seat [as judge]. 

Philinus (PA 14303) and Diocles (PA 3988) have not taken the diomosia, so they may not 
testify: so much is clear. Why, then, did the speaker neglect to have them sworn in? If they can 
testify that the prosecutor voted for the speaker's tribe, they were probably fellow-judges; in 
order to serve as judges at the Greater Dionysia, they had to be adult male Athenian citizens and 
therefore were competent to testify at the speaker's trial. It follows, therefore, that they did not 
swear the dirmosia and give their testimony because either they themselves or the speaker did 
not wish them to do so: it may be that the speaker is lying about the reconciliation between 
himself and his prosecutor or that Philinus and Diocles possessed additional or contradictory 

53 These years represent the likely termini of Lysias' 
speechwriting career: see (e.g.) Blass (1887-98) 1.344, 
542; Dover (1968) 44-6; Usher (1999) 55. 

54 It is possible that the prosecutor brought this law- 
suit in order to avoid reimbursing the speaker's half of the 
purchase price of the slave: the speaker asserts in s9 that 

his prosecutor 'may possess her without dispute if he 
pays me the money'. Cf passages 9, 10 and 11 supra, in 
which Aeschines accuses Demosthenes of indicting his 
cousin Demomeles and others in order to extort money 
from them. 
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information that would damage the speaker's case. Regardless of the reason for their failure to 
testify, by mentioning their names the speaker offers apparent corroboration of his account while 
keeping scrutiny to a minimum. 

Actus reus: the concept of trauma 
The speaker of Lysias 4 tacitly concedes that he gave his prosecutor a black eye (a9: passage 2 
supra) but mocks his adversary for calling this injury a 'wound' (oAK aiX6vEtzat zpxiui te 

6voCjLdcov t& tiunta) and for feigning serious injury and having himself carried about on a lit- 
ter. This section of the speech has two important implications for the popular concept of trauma 
current in everyday Athenian life, if not necessarily for its legal definition. First, from the dis- 
missive tone adopted by the speaker we may conclude that the Areopagus would not normally 
consider a black eye per se to be sufficient proof of trauma. Second, if we believe the speaker, 
the prosecutor falsified the extent of his injuries in order to bolster his chances of securing a trau- 
ma conviction, much as a modern-day personal injury plaintiff might arrive in court wearing a 
medically unnecessary but perhaps forensically convincing neck-brace or cast. These observa- 
tions accord with the findings reached above regarding both the definition of trauma and its pos- 
sible interpretation by the Areopagite jury: a black eye can result from a punch as well as a pot- 
sherd, and thus by itself does not prove assault with a weapon; and the Council of the Areopagus 
may well have been reluctant to banish for life a man who had inflicted only a superficial injury, 
even if he had used a weapon. Nonetheless, in order to distance himself from the physical ele- 
ment of the charged offence, the speaker of Lysias 4, like his counterpart in Lysias 3, carefully 
avoids the use of verbs that connote the use of a weapon (e.g. tiptp~ Kactayvagt), instead 
employing more neutral terms appropriate to striking with a bare fist (icaio a6; rnaxzdooaw aa 11, 
15; xtlxxfo a 15). 

Mens rea: the elements ofpronoia 
As in Lysias 3, so in Lysias 4 the prosecutor alleges that the defendant intended to kill him (a5), 
so as to prove pronoia afortiori; again, such an accusation is a double-edged sword, as it invites 
the defendant to treat pronoia as equivalent to an intent to kill and to rebut the prosecution's argu- 
ment accordingly. The speaker counters his prosecutor's claim that he tried to kill him with two 
arguments. First, given that he had been in a sufficiently superior position both to have worsted 
his prosecutor physically and to have seized the disputed slave, if he had intended to kill his pros- 
ecutor, he would have (a5). His failure to do so in spite of the evident opportunity disproves the 
prosecutor's claim as to his intent. Second, the prosecutor alleges that the cause of his wound 
was a potsherd; and, as the speaker observes, 'Of course, none of you [jurors] is ignorant of the 
fact that he would have died more quickly if struck with a dagger than if hit with a fist' (a6). That 
is, had the speaker intended to kill the prosecutor, he would have brought a real weapon with him 
rather than being compelled to resort to a makeshift one. Without explicitly admitting that he 
used a potsherd, the speaker thus tacitly argues that the possession of a makeshift weapon (a pot- 
sherd) rather than a more 'legitimate' one (such as a dagger) actually disproves pronoia (a7). 
While an argument that the possession of any weapon rebuts an allegation of trauma ekpronoias 
may appear patently to contradict the law, not to mention the jurors' common sense, such logic 
may have proven effective if the Areopagites subscribed to the interpretation of pronoia as an 
intent to kill. 

As a seeming afterthought, the speaker adds a third piece of information designed to combat 
the prosecutor's accusation of pronoia; namely, that he had been drinking and carousing with 
boys and flute-girls before the alleged assault (a7). Athenian law did not recognize intoxication 
as a mitigating factor,ss but Lysias and/or his client nonetheless thought that this point would 

55 Per contra, the lawgiver Pittacus of Mytilene made intoxication an aggravating factor (Arist. Pol. 1274bl 8-23). 
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carry some weight with the jurors.56 The speaker maintains that all these factors - his intoxicat- 
ed state as well as his failure to kill the prosecutor or to bring a proper weapon to the prosecu- 
tor's house - coupled with the testimony of witnesses, prove that he did not exercise the pronoia 
requisite for his conviction (s 12). 

The argument of self-defence 
Nowhere in Lysias 4 does the speaker explicitly state that he struck his prosecutor in self-defence 
(which would amount to an admission that he struck him), but he manages to convey this mes- 
sage by implication. In s8 he describes the prosecutor as an intemperate drunk and contends that 
self-defence becomes necessary in his presence: 'he gets riled up by the woman [i.e. the contest- 
ed slave] and is excessively quick with his fists and a violent drunk, and a person has to defend 
himself'.s57 The very same woman who, according to the speaker, commonly incites his adver- 
sary to violence represents the key to his own argument of self-defence. Later in his speech, he 
complains that the prosecutor rejected his challenge to submit the woman to torture,58 which (he 
claims) would have definitively resolved both the principal and the underlying issues at trial. 
Under interrogation, she could have established the identity of her owner(s) by testifying as to 
whether she was the common property of both litigants or belonged to the prosecutor alone, and 
whether the speaker had paid half her purchase price or the prosecutor had paid it all. She could 
also have established whether, at the time of the alleged assault, the litigants had been reconciled 
or were still enemies, as well as answering the related question of whether the prosecutor had 
invited the speaker to his house (which presumes reconciliation, in accordance with the speak- 
er's account) or the speaker arrived spontaneously (which might argue continuing enmity, as 
asserted by the prosecutor). Finally, she could have testified as to whether the prosecutor or the 
speaker struck the first blow (s 11; cf s 15). As is common in Athenian forensic oratory, the 
speaker proffers the prosecutor's rejection of his challenge to torture the woman as presumptive 
proof that she would have answered all these questions in his favour; this argumentum e silentio, 
such as it is,59 represents the strongest element of the speaker's claim of self-defence (at least in 
the surviving portion of the speech). 

Defence strategy 
The arguments advanced by the speaker of Lysias 4 with regard to both the physical and the men- 
tal elements of trauma ek pronoias, as well as his hints at a claim of self-defence, establish that 
Lysias' general strategy in constructing this speech was similar to that employed in the Against 
Simon. In Lysias 4, as in Lysias 3, the speaker downplays the actus reus and endeavours to 
restrict the definition of trauma so as to exclude the act for which he is charged. With regard to 
pronoia, however, the situation is more complex. On the one hand, the speaker advances a 
defence as to intent which parallels his argument about the definition of trauma, by following his 
prosecutor's lead (and probably twisting his prosecutor's argument) in asserting that pronoia 
equals an intent to kill. At the same time, however, he endeavours to broaden the issue ofpronoia 
by replacing the substance of the charge (did the speaker intentionally wound the prosecutor?), 
which he never explicitly denies, with an apparently unverifiable claim of self-defence (who 

56 Cf Dem. 21.71-3, 180. 
57 Cf the similar comments at Lys. 3.6, 12, where the 

speaker depicts Simon and his cronies as prone to drunk- 
en violence. 

58 On challenges to torture slaves for evidentiary pur- 
poses, see Thiir (1977). 

59 To the usual battery of objections to the efficacy of 
torture as a means of extracting reliable testimony (of 
which the Athenians were aware: e.g. Ant. 5.31-3), we 

may add in this instance the speaker's knowledge that the 
woman whom he proposed to put to the torture was the 
object of the prosecutor's erotic interest (as well as his 
own), which the prosecutor would not be likely to com- 
promise by allowing her to be tortured. Therefore, the 
speaker's challenge was a smart tactical move, even (or 
perhaps especially) if the slave in question possessed 
information that contradicted his argument. 
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struck the first blow?), which, significantly, ignores the question of escalation (cf passage 7). 
The speaker of Lysias 4 thus stakes his defence to a considerable degree upon two principal fac- 
tors which he and his speechwriter evidently believe to be conducive to an acquittal: doubt as to 
which litigant initiated the fight addresses the mental aspect of the charge (pronoia), while doubt 
as to the seriousness of the wound (trauma) suffered by the prosecutor addresses the physical 
aspect of the charge and may reasonably deter the Areopagites from imposing the severe penalty 
of lifelong exile, even if they believe the speaker to be guilty under the terms of the trauma law. 

Case 3. AA v. Lysitheus (date unknown but between 403 and c. 380)60 
Source: ?Lysiasfrr. 158-63 Baiter-Sauppe;frr. 61-62a Thalheim;fr. XV Gernet-Bizos: Against 
Lysitheus 

Seven meagre fragments survive from a speech for the prosecution of Lysitheus (PA 9400) attrib- 
uted with reservations (Ei yvi'otog) to Lysias by Harpocration, the Suda, Photius, the Lexicon 
Seguerianum, and the Patmos Lexicon. Of these sources, only the last named gives the charge 
and preserves the full title of the speech: Against Lysitheus for Intentional Wounding (Katx 
Atwot0sou tpais6isao; ~i lpovoia;). None of the fragments provides any information regarding 
trauma ekpronoias, save the one preserved in Harpocration's entry under yovtawugxL (quoted by 
the Suda s.v. yovia), in which the speaker addresses the boulh: presumably, in light of the evi- 
dence presented above (passages 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 16; Lys. 3.1, 4.1), this identifies the Council of 
the Areopagus as the court that heard the lawsuit. 

Case 4. Boeotus v. Mantitheus (terminus post quem 346)61 
Source: [Demosthenes] 40 Against Boeotus on the Dowry 32 (passage 6 supra) 

Mantitheus (PA = APF 9676), the speaker of [Demosthenes] 40, alleges that he got into an argu- 
ment with his paternal half-brother Boeotus (PA = APF 9675) and Boeotus' friend Menecles. The 
argument led to a fistfight, after which (according to Mantitheus) Boeotus cut himself in the head 
and initiated a prosecution of Mantitheus for trauma ek pronoias before the Council of the 
Areopagus with the intention of securing Mantitheus' banishment. Since Mantitheus remained 
in Attica, as evidenced by his present lawsuit against Boeotus, he was clearly not exiled: either 
Boeotus dropped his trauma lawsuit (as is perhaps suggested by Mantitheus' use of 
npooExsaoato 'issued a summons' rather than 86iw0e 'prosecuted' vel sim.) or Mantitheus was 
acquitted. 

Case 5. Demosthenes v. Demomeles ofPaeania (terminus ante quem 343) 
Sources: Aeschines 2 On the False Embassy 93; 3 Against Ctesiphon 51, 212 (passages 9, 10, 11 
supra) 

At some point before the delivery ofAeschines 2 in 343, Demosthenes initiated a graphi for trau- 
ma against his cousin Demomeles of Paeania (PA = APF 3554), which he filed with the Council 
of the Areopagus. Aeschines contends that Demosthenes obtained the evidence necessary to 
bring the lawsuit by cutting his own head but dropped the case before it came to trial and was 
accordingly censured and fined by the Council.62 

60 See n.53 supra. 
61 Epigraphical evidence appears to confirm that 

Mantias, the father of both litigants, was alive in 357 
(Paley and Sandys (1886-1910) 1.140 n.l1); [Dem.] 40 
was delivered at trial eleven years after Mantias' death 
([Dem.] 40.3). 

62 Hansen (1976) 109-11 (citing Dem. 23.80) com- 
pares this fine levied upon Demosthenes with the fine of 
1,000 dr. for malicious prosecution (or sycophancy) reg- 
ularly imposed on prosecutors in graphai who failed to 
garner one-fifth of their jurors' votes. 
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Note. AA v. NN (father of the priestess of Artemis of Brauron) (terminus ante quem 355/341)63 
Source: Demosthenes 54 Against Conon 25 

In contemplating the hypothetical legal consequences that would have ensued had Conon's 
assault on him proved fatal, Ariston, the speaker of Demosthenes 54, remarks: 

And in fact, if anything had happened to me [i.e. 'if I had died'], he [Conon] would have been liable to 
a charge of homicide and the most terrible things. The Council of the Areopagus, at any rate, exiled the 
father of the priestess from Brauron, although by all accounts he had not touched the dead man, because 
he had urged the one who beat him to hit him; and the Council was right to do so. For if bystanders, 
instead of trying to stop people who endeavour to commit offences because of wine or anger or some 
other reason, actually urge them on, then there is no hope of safety for the person who encounters vio- 
lent men, but he will be treated with hubris until they give up - which is exactly what happened to me. 

According to the traditional interpretation of this passage,64 the father of the priestess of Artemis 
Brauronia was tried before the Council of the Areopagus on a charge of bouleusis (conspiracy, 
plotting) of homicide, convicted and exiled. MacDowell, however, argues that the charge was 
not bouleusis but trauma ek pronoias and offers two grounds for his position: first, the regular 
penalty for bouleusis was death, not exile; and second, the balance of the evidence (but not all 
the evidence: see below) suggests that bouleusis fell under the jurisdiction of the Palladion homi- 
cide court, not the Areopagus.65 Yet the facts of the case, as reported by Ariston, indicate that an 
action for trauma would not have been appropriate: since the victim died, the relevant charge 
would have related to homicide, not wounding;66 and moreover, since the convicted defendant did 
not touch the victim, he could not have wounded him with a weapon. 

Carey and Reid have proposed an alternative scenario in which the defendant was tried for 
intentional homicide.67 When the victim was an Athenian citizen, dikai phonou hekousiou came 
under the jurisdiction of the Areopagus, which coincides with Ariston's report. The penalty in 
such cases, however, was execution - a problem which Carey and Reid address by positing that 
the defendant exercised his right in a dike phonou to withdraw into voluntary exile before deliv- 
ering his second speech and thereby escaped judgement. This proposal has its problems as well. 
As the defendant did not assault the victim himself but merely urged a third party to do so, the 
charge would presumably be bouleusis of intentional homicide rather than intentional homicide 
tout court. Moreover, Ariston's statement that the Areopagus 'exiled' So oax Ev) him seems to 
indicate a sentence passed by the jury, not a decision by the defendant; and in those instances 
where a defendant fled into exile rather than awaiting the court's verdict, he was convicted 
in absentia, and the penalty for bouleusis of intentional homicide was death (Ant. 1). It is, how- 
ever, possible that, in stating that the Areopagus exiled the father of the priestess, Ariston is giving 
an inaccurate paraphrase of events: as Carey and Reid observe, '[p]recedents in Greek trials are 
cited from memory, not from law-books, and by people with a vested interest'. On balance, there- 
fore, the circumstances of the case of the priestess' father, as narrated by Ariston, argue strongly 
against a charge of trauma ekpronoias, and the most likely scenario is that the defendant was tried 
by the Areopagus for bouleusis of intentional homicide68 and fled into voluntary exile. 

63 On the date of Dem. 54, see Schifer (1858-87) 4.251; 
Blass (1887-98) 3.1.456-7; Paley and Sandys (1886-1910) 
2.1xiii, 242-4; Carey and Reid (1985) 69; Bers (2003) 67. 

64 E.g. Paley and Sandys (1886-1910) 2.209-10. 
65 MacDowell (1963) 67-8. 
66 Cf passage 13 supra, in which the (feigned) death 

of a woman as the result of a wound is prosecuted by diku 
phonou as a homicide. 

67 Carey and Reid (1985) 92-3. 

68 While the Ath. Pol. (57.3) assigns all cases of 
bouleusis to the Palladion court, Harpocration (s.v. 
3pouEOEOXc) notes that the Ath. Pol. and the supporting 

testimony of Isaeus (Against Eucleides: frr. 12-13 
Thalheim) are contradicted by Deinarchus (Against 
Pistias: fr. XV Conomis), who identifies the venue as the 
Areopagus. One way to reconcile the sources would be 
to posit that bouleusis cases were assigned to whichever 
court exercised jurisdiction over the relevant diku phonou 
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III. DIKE OR GRAPHE TRAUMATOS EK PRONOIAS? 

The question of procedure has attracted the greatest share of attention in recent studies of trau- 
ma ekpronoias. The range of procedural evidence adduced for trauma ekpronoias has led schol- 
ars to adopt one of three positions: that trauma could be redressed by dike alone,69 by graphi 
alone,70 or by either dikc or graphi.71 

A graphi traumatos ek pronoias is securely attested. The inclusion of trauma in the list of 
graphai in the Onomasticon of Pollux (8.40) has little independent value; what is considerably 
more significant is the corroboration of Pollux's classification by the Attic orators. The catalogue 
presented in Part I above documents that, in every case where an Attic orator specifies the action 
for trauma, he calls it a graphi (7, 9, 10, 11), never a dikd. Those who would reject a graphi 
traumatos are therefore compelled to argue that Demosthenes and Aeschines are guilty of vague 
phrasing at best and deliberate falsehood at worst.72 The first of these contingencies relies on the 
fluidity of the terms graphi and graphein (active)/graphesthai (middle), which can be used (1) 
to refer to a written indictment - usually connected with an action of the type technically called 
graphi (see (2)), but occasionally appearing in the context of an action of the type technically 
called dike73 (see p. 95 infra) - or (2) to the type of legal action technically called graphd. 
Moreover, as Hansen notes,74 graphi plus a genitive of the charge, such as we find in the phrase 
graphi (or plural graphai) traumatos ek pronoias in all four passages noted above, commonly 
signifies the technical name of a procedure (graphs (2)), while this construction does not occur 
in reference to a written indictment (graphI (1)).75 Perhaps the best piece of evidence for the 
existence of a legal action called graphi traumatos is Dem. 54.18 (passage 7), where Ariston 
labels the actions for slander and battery as dikai (kakdgorias and aikeias, respectively) but calls 
the action for trauma g aphd. The distinction is significant; and, as Hansen observes,76 there is 
no reason to suppose that Demosthenes employed technical language to describe two of these 
lawsuits (dike kakdgorias and dike aikeias) but not the third, especially as (pace Pecorella Longo) 
the identification of the procedure for trauma as a dike or a graphi had absolutely no bearing on 
Ariston's argument. Finally, Aeschines informs us (2.93: passage 9) that the Council of the 
Areopagus fined Demosthenes for failure to prosecute the trauma lawsuit he had filed against his 
cousin Demomeles. Withdrawal of a graphi was punishable by a fine of 1,000 drachmas; there 
is no evidence for a similar penalty for non-prosecution of a dikd. Therefore, the fine that the 
Areopagus levied upon Demosthenes, whether or not it is to be identified as the regular 1,000- 
drachma penalty,77 represents a further indication that the action for trauma (or at least the one 
brought and then dropped by Demosthenes) was a graphd. Thus the unanimity of the orators in 
describing the action for trauma as a graphi, and especially the express contrast in Dem. 54.18 
between the graphi available for wounding and the dikai available for slander and battery, proves 
decisively the existence of a graphi traumatos ek pronoias.78 

proper; that is, trials for bouleusis of the intentional 
killing of a citizen were tried by the Areopagus, while tri- 
als for bouleusis of the unintentional killing of a citizen, 
or of the killing of a non-citizen, took place at the 
Palladion. 

69 Lipsius (1905-15) 123, 605-6; Pecorella Longo 
(1981); Osborne (1985) 57; cf Harrison (1968-71) 2.103 
with n.3. Todd (1993) lists trauma ekpronoias among the 
attested dikai (p. 105) but not among the attested graphai; 
he notes, however (p. 273), that Dem. 54.18 mentions a 
graphi traumatos. 

70 MacDowell (1978) 124. 
71 Hansen (1976) 108-10, (1983). 
72 Pecorella Longo (1981) 247. 

73 Hansen (1983) 309 lists the following examples of 
graphd/graphesthai used in reference to a dikd: Ant. 1.2 
(hypothetical dike phonou); Isoc. 18.12 (dike blabis); 
Dem. 27.12 (dike epitropis); Ar. Nub. 759, 770. 

74 Hansen (1983) 309-10. 
75 Appearances of the similar construction graph- 

esthai plus genitive of the charge, which also signifies the 
filing of a specific graphi for the named offence, are cat- 
alogued by Hansen (1976) 109 n.11. 

76 Hansen (1983) 308. 
77 Hansen (1976) 109; more cautiously in Hansen 

(1983) 315; contra Pecorella Longo (1981) 254-8. 
78 Since I do not believe in the existence of a graphe 

phonou (as, e.g., MacDowell (1963) 133-5; Hansen 
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Was there also a dike traumatos ek pronoias? Several scholars have not only answered this 
question in the affirmative but have done so to the exclusion of a graphi traumatos ekpronoias, 
despite the evidence of the orators.79 Hansen, on the other hand, believes that both procedures 
existed,80 although the only secure parallel in Athenian law for an offence redressable by both 
dike and graphi is theft.81 Proponents of a dike traumatos commonly rely upon an analogy with 
the well-attested dike phonou and adduce the textual evidence provided by Dem. 23 (passages 4 
and 5) and Ath. Pol. 39.5 and 57.3, in which dike and dikazesthai appear in conjunction with 
trauma/titr6sk6. 

Analogy with the dike phonou is naturally posited by those scholars who interpret trauma ek 
pronoias as attempted homicide, in accordance with the arguments advanced by trauma defen- 
dants in Lysias 3 and 4 and a contested restoration of Ath. Pol. 39.5.82 If Athenian law consid- 
ered trauma a subcategory of homicide, the reasoning goes, then we should expect a dike 
traumatos ek pronoias, available when an attempt to kill failed, corresponding to the dike 
phonou that applied when an attempt to kill succeeded. But if, as argued above, the legal defi- 
nition of trauma ek pronoias - arguments by interested litigants notwithstanding - was merely 
'wounding with intent [to wound]', not 'wounding with intent to kill' (i.e. attempted homicide), 
then the rationale for an analogy with Athenian homicide procedure disappears. Moreover, even 
if we were to accept the proposal that trauma ek pronoias amounted to attempted homicide, the 
argument from analogy nonetheless suffers from some fundamental weaknesses. It is no more 
logically sound to extrapolate a dike traumatos from the dikcphonou than to extrapolate a graphi 
traumatos from a supposed graphc phonou (or vice versa). In the fourth century, homicide could 
be redressed by apag6gi and/or ephigisis as well as by the dike phonou;83 must we assume that 

(1976) 108-12; contra Gagarin (1979) 322), I reject, and 
hence omit, the corresponding argument from analogy 
which states, in brief, that since homicide was the subject 
of a graphi, wounding must have been as well (e.g. 
Hansen (1976) 110: a point of view reconsidered and 
rejected in Hansen (1978) 178; cf Gagarin (1979) 322). 

79 See n.69 supra. 
80 See n.71 supra. 
81 Hansen (1983) 316 offers impiety (asebeia) as an 

additional example, on the basis of Dem. 22.27: 'In the 
same way [as regards theft], it is possible to prosecute by 
summary arrest (apagein), to bring a public lawsuit 
(graphesthai), to being a private lawsuit (dikazesthai) 
before the Eumolpidae, or to bring a phasis before the 
basileus.' It is not evident, however, that the Eumolpidae, 
an Athenian priestly clan, possessed any secular judicial 
authority (cf their role as 'Interpreters' (Exigitai) of the 
Athenian sacred law ([Lys.] 6.10), by virtue of which they 
possessed some knowledge of the law of homicide, but no 
secular jurisdiction in that area ([Dem.] 47)). If the 
Eumolpidae could inflict only a religious censure upon an 
offender (Caillemer apud Wayte (1882) 35), then the 
phrase dikazesthai pros Eumolpidas does not refer to a 
regular legal dike asebeias. Further, if Weil (1886) 30 is 
correct in maintaining that the Eumolpidae only heard 
accusations of the profanation of the Eleusinian 
Mysteries, then even if such lawsuits were dikai asebeias, 
they were sufficiently limited in scope as not to represent 
a true alternative to the graphi asebeias. On the subject 
of theft, however, both a diki klopis and a graph/ klopis 
are securely attested. Cohen (1983) has convincingly 
argued that this procedural variation arose from the sub- 
stantive distinction between theft of private property, to 

be redressed by dike by the victim, and theft of public 
property, which could be prosecuted by graphi by any 
willing Athenian citizen, since there was no individual 
victim. No such obvious distinction, which would moti- 
vate a similar (and rare) availability of both a dedicated 
dike and a dedicated graphe, suggests itself with regard to 
trauma (although see Hansen (1983) 316-18 for sugges- 
tions). 

82 The relevant sentence of Ath. Pol. 39.5, which 
describes an exception to the Amnesty of 403, begins 
'There shall be lawsuits (8iraq) for homicide according 
to ancestral custom, if a person [...does something to...] 
someone.' The papyrus then continues with the unintelli- 
gible sequence of letters 'acwoXopatcrtato ptoxor, with 
E inserted above the first i, E inserted above the second t, 
and ot deleted and tE inserted above' (Rhodes (1993) 
468). Some editors (Kenyon; Mathieu and Haussoullier; 
Rhodes) restore (El rig rtvc) at&oXEtpiat (or ar76XEtp) 
KiEWtvEv ii ~xpooev ('if a person killed or wounded 
someone with his own hand'); if correct, this would pro- 
vide valuable evidence that the Athenians did place trau- 
ma under the rubric of homicide. However, this restora- 
tion is far from certain, and others (e.g. Chambers in the 
most recent Teubner edition) propose to read ... iixEtvEv 
rpxoua;, not ... 

'KiEtvEv 
i~ i~poxev. According to this 

latter reading, which is closer to the papyrus text (as 
Rhodes acknowledges) and therefore more likely to be 
correct, the passage contains no reference to trauma ek 
pronoias but merely specifies that homicide lawsuits are 
to be available under the Amnesty 'if a person killed 
someone by wounding [him] with his own hand'. 

83 Hansen (1976); Gagarin (1979); Hansen (1981). 
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these alternative procedures were available against trauma as well, solely because they could be 
used to prosecute homicide? Further, the specific similarities between trauma and homicide in 
trial procedure, namely, the swearing of the di6mosia and the rule against irrelevant arguments 
by litigants, do not support the identification of a dike traumatos ek pronoias, since neither of 
these was a common feature of dikai: both occur only in trials for homicide and wounding. 

Apart from the questionable reference at Ath. Pol. 39.5, the sole instance in which the word 
dike is used to describe the action for trauma occurs at Ath. Pol. 57.3, where the author describes 
the jurisdiction of the Areopagite court as follows: 

There are dikai for homicide and trauma, if a person kills or wounds intentionally (ti rpovoica &xoic- 

tA{vrlvt 
i' 
"tpdrt), 

on the Areopagus; and also for poisoning, if a person kills by giving poison, and for 
arson: these are the only cases the Council [of the Areopagus] judges ... 

Owing to the close similarity in language, the author's list of the individual lawsuits heard by the 
Areopagus evidently derives from the law cited at Dem. 23.22 (passage 4) and quoted at Dem. 
23.24 (passage 5);84 the law, however, uses the verb dikazein, not the noun dik.ss85 Whether this 
evidence supports the existence of an action called dikc traumatos ekpronoias depends upon the 
precise meaning of dikd/dikazein intended by Demosthenes and the author of the Ath. Pol. Dike 
has a broad semantic range in Greek, and even in Athenian law it has no fewer than four princi- 
pal meanings: (1) any lawsuit (including not only lawsuits technically called dikai (see (2)) but 
all other legal procedures: graphai, eisangeliai, apagrgai, etc.); (2) the particular type of private 
lawsuit classified as a dike (e.g. the diki kakdgorias for slander, the diki aikeias for battery, and 
the dike phonou for homicide); (3) the result of any lawsuit (a judgement, penalty or fine); and 
(4) the trial phase of any lawsuit. With the verb dikazein, Athenian law and oratory observe a 
consistent distinction between the active voice, used of those who render judgement (such as the 
Council of the Areopagus in the passages under discussion), and the middle voice, used of the lit- 
igants who submit to judgement. The active dikazein appears in legal and forensic contexts with 
the meaning 'to judge a lawsuit' (corresponding to dike (1)), apparently without distinction as to 
the type of lawsuit judged, although it refers more often to dikai (2) than to other types of law- 
suits.86 It may be argued, however, that dikazein might in some instances carry the specific mean- 
ing *'to judge a lawsuit classified as a dike (2)', since the middle voice dikazesthai, found more 
frequently than the active, can mean simply 'to go to law', regardless of the nature of the lawsuit 
(corresponding to dikc (1)), or, more specifically, 'to engage in a lawsuit of the type technically 
called dike' (corresponding to dike (2)).87 

In the present passages relating to trauma, we must decide between 'general' dikd/dikazein (1) 
and 'specific' dikd/*dikazein (2): we may safely assume that the sources are not speaking of 
judgement to the exclusion of trial (diku (3)); and translating dikazein as 'try (a lawsuit)' (cf. dikl 
(4)) merely begs the question of the identification of the procedure. The case for a dikl traumatos 
ek pronoias would be stronger if the Areopagite law cited by Demosthenes (passage 4) used the 
word diku, or if it discussed the lawsuits under Areopagite jurisdiction from the point of view of 
the litigants, using the middle dikazesthai, rather than from the point of view of the court, using 
the active dikazein. Dikazesthai, as we have seen, has an attested specific meaning 'to engage in 

84 Cf Rhodes (1993) 641-2. 
85 The summary of Areopagite jurisdiction in the 

Onomasticon of Pollux (8.117) similarly derives from 
either Dem. 23.22 and 24, Ath. Pol. 57.3, or both: 'The 
Areopagus: it tried lawsuits (6Si(cace) for homicide, 
intentional wounding, arson, and poisoning, if someone 
killed by giving poison.' 

86 LSJ s.v. tB1idao 1.2: e.g. [Dem.] 35.46 (referring to 
dikai emporikai); Lyc. 1.7 (graphai paranomrn); Dem. 
19.132 (euthynai); Din. 1.46 (special prosecution of 
Demosthenes and others in the Harpalus affair). 

87 As Hansen (1983) 314 observes, this specific sense 
of dikazesthai is especially evident in Dem. 22.27 (supra, 
n.81), where '6tK~roOalt ... is explicitly set off against 
&dsyetv, ypd~peonat, and ypirpEtv'. 
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a dike (2)' which is opposed to graphein/graphesthai (2) 'to engage in the type of lawsuit called 
graphs'. For the active dikazein, however, such a specific sense is merely conjectural, as 
dikazein serves as the vox propria for judging any lawsuit; significantly, moreover, there is no 
verb meaning 'to judge a graph& (2)' which would correspond to the hypothetical *dikazein (2) 
'to judge a dike (2)'. While the active graphein can mean 'to compose a written indictment 
(graphi (1))' for any lawsuit, or 'to prosecute by graphi (2)', it is nowhere employed with the 
meaning 'to judge a graphi (2)'; and, in fact, Athenian law had no term that corresponded to 
dikazein as graphesthai (2) corresponds to dikazesthai (2). Therefore, since dikazein applied to 
both dikai (2) and graphai (2), and since there is no positive evidence for - and a negative seman- 
tic argument e silentio against - *dikazein (2) 'to judge a dike (2)', the appearance of dikazein in 
Demosthenes' law on Areopagite jurisdiction is very weak evidence indeed for a dike traumatos: 
the use of dikazein alone does not identify the lawsuits judged by the Areopagus for homicide, 
wounding, poisoning or arson as dikai or graphai (or any other procedure: see n.86). Nor, inas- 
much as Ath. Pol. 57.3 derives from the law cited at Dem. 23.22, does the use of the term diku in 
isolation (as a paraphrase of the law's dikazein) support the conclusion that the author meant 
'specific' diku (2) rather than 'general' dika (1). 

There remains, however, an argument from context: that is, if all the other lawsuits tried by 
the Areopagus - or at least all those included in the jurisdictional statements given in the law 
cited in Dem. 23 and in the Ath. Pol. - were dikai, that might suggest (although it would not 
prove) that a diku was available for trauma. The lists in Dem. 23.22 and Ath. Pol. 57.3 are almost 
identical: they include homicide, intentional wounding, arson and lethal poisoning; the only sig- 
nificant variant between the two is that the Ath. Pol. (correctly) specifies, within the field of 
homicide, that the Areopagus only tried cases of intentional killing (of an Athenian citizen: cf. 
Ath. Pol. 57.3 infra: trials for the killing of a slave, metic or foreigner are held at the Palladion). 
The regular procedure for homicide was, in fact, a dikc (the well-attested dikc phonou). By the 
late fifth century, poisoning which resulted in death was not distinguished procedurally from 
other means of homicide; it, too, was subject to the diku phonou.88 The action for arson, howev- 
er, is unknown. While in both the cited law and the Ath. Pol. poisoning must result in death (ean 
tis apokteinli dous) for the case to come under Areopagite jurisdiction, neither source states a 
similar qualification for arson, and we must therefore conclude that none existed.89 The 
Areopagus, therefore, judged lawsuits for arson whether death resulted or not.90 Presumably, an 
act of arson that proved lethal could generate up to three distinct legal actions: (1) an action for 
homicide9' to redress the killing - which may or may not have come before the Areopagus, 
depending on the prosecutor's choice of procedure (dika phonou or endeixis/apagrgl)92 and 

88 Rhodes (1993) 642, citing Ant. 1.3, 20, etc.; 6.36, 
42, etc.: cf Gagarin (1997). 

89 In the law, the presence of a lethality requirement 
in cases of poisoning and its absence in cases of arson is 
indicated primarily by semantics. In the phrase soit 
rupcx'a& Kmi (qppopd~.aov, Ecv T1 &WoKEivr1t 6ou;, it is 
grammatically possible for the concluding condition to 
apply to the further referent, arson, as well as the nearer 
referent, poisoning. Semantically, however, it is implau- 
sible that an Athenian either writing or reading the law 
would associate the phrase 'if someone kills by giving' 
with arson: while Prometheus might be said 8E60Ketvat 
n7p (Qoi;g &v6pcnotg) (cf Hes. Theog. 563-[4]: Zeus o~iK 

{6i6ou jEXirtoat Irtup6; tjivog dscapdzoto [Ovrlzoi 
&vepdnot;]; Op. 57), an arsonist would hardly be said 
6o0vat iupiccaiv. The Ath. Pol. draws the contrast even 
more clearly by means of word order: in the Ath. Pol.'s 
version Kai quapxpg~wv, EXv dQlosKtiVlt 5ou;, sasli 

nupcp'&g it is evident that the proviso edv knoLKseivtl 
oiog applies only to the poisoning clause and not to the 

arson clause. 
90 MacDowell (1978) 150. Hansen's assertion ((1976) 

110) that the unifying principle underlying Areopagite 
jurisdiction was that the named offences were all 'types 
of homicide' is therefore incorrect with respect to arson as 
well as trauma. 

91 Or possibly more than one, depending on the num- 
ber of victims. 

92 The Areopagus tried only certain dikai phonou (see 
the next note) and had no jurisdiction over endeixis or 
apag6gd. Suspected killers apprehended by endeixis 
and/or apag6gi were taken to the Eleven; if they admit- 
ted guilt, they were summarily executed, while if they 
maintained their innocence, they were tried by a regular 
jury-court (dikasterion), regardless of the circumstances 
of the alleged homicide (Hansen (1976)). 
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(assuming a dike phonou) the intent ascribed to the killer and the status of the victim;93 (2) an 
action for arson to redress the arson itself; and (3) a dike blabs to redress property damage 
resulting from the arson.94 

We may accordingly conclude that there was a specific action for arson which came under the 
purview of the Areopagus, and which was independent of the dike phonou and the dikc blabis. 
Unfortunately, the technical name of the action for arson is unknown. Pollux's statement that 
arson was the subject of a graphi (8.40) is not dispositive. The offences that begin his catalogue 
of graphai appear in the same order as in Ath. Pol. 57.3: ypwpai &k p6vou 

Aiai paCiatAto; 
K 

irpovoiaA 
Icai nupicai;&g AKai papgd6cov ... ('There are graphai for homicide, intentional wound- 

ing, arson, poisoning ...'). Since there was no graphi phonou or graphi pharmakrn, homicide 
(including homicide by poison) being subject to a dike, it is apparent that Pollux, like many schol- 
ars after him, is employing an argument from context, based on the simplifying (but incorrect) 
assumption that all the lawsuits heard by the Areopagus must have fallen under the same proce- 
dural rubric: they were either all dikai or all graphai. Paradoxically, however, Pollux's faulty rea- 
soning may actually support the existence of a graphi purkaias. The greater the number of 
offences mentioned in the Areopagite jurisdiction law that were subject to documented graphai, 
the more likely Pollux would have been to extrapolate that the rest were tried by graphi as well. 
Trauma was definitely redressable by graphi, and homicide and (lethal) poisoning were not; this 
leaves only arson. Thus, on the basis of elimination, the probability that the Areopagite action 
for arson was a graphi arguably increases. However, as there is no secure evidence for a graphi 
purkaias, the safest conclusion is to second MacDowell's verdict that the arson lawsuits tried by 
the Areopagus 'may have been graphai'.95 

This ambiguous evidence for arson further invalidates the already precarious argument from 
context which extrapolates a dike traumatos on the basis of the procedural treatment of the other 
offences listed at Dem. 23.22 and Ath. Pol. 57.3. Homicide, including lethal poisoning, gave rise 
to a dike, but given the lack of sufficient evidence to identify the action for arson with confidence 
as either a graphi or a dike, the premise that all the listed offences (apart from trauma) were the 
subject of dikai remains unproven. Ultimately, since the argument from context would not be 
probative in any case, and in light of the repeated attestation of a graphI traumatos as against no 
unambiguous reference to a dike traumatos, combined with the observable rarity in Athenian law 
of a specific named offence being the subject of both a dike and a graphi, the evidence we have 
indicates that trauma ek pronoias was redressed only by a graphc and not by a dike. When the 
author ofAth. Pol. wrote that the Areopagus judged dikai for trauma, he either meant 'lawsuits' 
in the broad sense (dike (1)) or (less probably) was using dikai in its technical procedural sense 
(dike (2)) and made a mistake. 

There are several identifiable factors that may have influenced the Athenian lawgiver(s) to 
make the action for trauma a graphi rather than a dike. Dikai had to be prosecuted, at least nom- 
inally, by the victim of the alleged offence; the sole exception to this rule was the dike phonou 

93 Supra, p. 96. 
94 Again (cf n.91), the number of potential dikai 

blabis arising from a given act of arson will have been 
determined by the number of people who suffered prop- 
erty damage. I see no need to posit an Areopagite action 
for arson and a dike blabis as mutually exclusive options 
(as, e.g., Lipsius (1905-15) 984; MacDowell (1978) 150; 
Rhodes (1993) 642). Lipsius' proposal that non-lethal 
arson was tried by dikli blabis - that is, that in these cases 
the dike blabis was the action for arson - can be safely 
rejected: dikai blabis were tried by dicastic courts (Dem. 
39.1; 48.1; [Dem.] 40.1; Hyp. 3.2), not by the Areopagus. 
(Another possibility, however, is that a diki blabis may 

have been unnecessary, if the penalty for arson was 
assessable (timitos) and prosecutors could thus recover 
their financial losses; but in fact we do not possess any 
reliable details concerning the action for arson except that 
it was tried by the Areopagus.) That the law cited at Dem. 
23.22 and paraphrased at Ath. Pol. 57.3 did not represent 
a comprehensive treatment of the offence is evident from 
the fact that, by the late fourth century (if not earlier), 
arson of public buildings could be prosecuted by eisan- 
gelia (Hyp. 1 fr. 3), which fell outside the purview of the 
Areopagus. 

95 MacDowell (1978) 150. 
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for homicide, in which (barring paranormal communication) the victim was by definition unable 
to plead his case, and the right to prosecute accordingly devolved upon his kinsmen within the 
degree of first cousin once removed descendant.96 In a graphi, by contrast, prosecution was not 
restricted to the victim but could be mounted by any willing Athenian citizen. On the reasonable 
assumption that trauma was committed more often with rocks (Dem. 54.18: passage 7; Lys. 3.18: 
p. 87 supra) or knives (Lys. 4.6: p. 89 supra; cf passages 9, 10, 11) than with potsherds, it will 
not have been uncommon for trauma victims to be physically incapable of representing them- 
selves in court;97 thus the nature of the offence was conducive to a graphi rather than a dike. 
Furthermore, if the brawl outside Molon's fullery described by the speaker of Lysias 3 is a reli- 
able indicator, an additional factor contributing to the treatment of wounding by graphi may have 
been that fights involving large groups of people were more likely to involve weapons, as the 
probability of the escalation of a fight may be expected to rise in proportion to the number of 
combatants. The converse of this observation, viz. that fights with weapons were more likely to 
involve large numbers of participants, may have encouraged the Athenians to see acts of trauma 
as common by-products of mob violence that threatened the public order (as was certainly the 
case in Lysias 3, according to the speaker's account of the fight). As keeping the peace was in 
the interest of every citizen, not just that of the wounded person(s), the Athenians may accord- 
ingly have seen trauma as a fit subject for a graphi for this reason as well. Finally, in conjunc- 
tion with the aforementioned motivations, we should consider the (admittedly unverifiable) pos- 
sibility that the action for trauma was instituted by Solon, among whose numerous and signifi- 
cant innovations to Athenian law was the creation of legal procedures available to any willing cit- 
izen (ztit poIo~Vvot),98 which included those lawsuits known later (if not already in Solon's 
time)99 as graphai. 

The preceding analysis of the evidence provided by the Attic orators, considered together with 
the relevant statements in the Ath. Pol. and the lexicographers, thus supports the following 
answers to the questions posed in the introduction to this study: 

(1) In Athenian law, the physical element that distinguished trauma ek pronoias from other 
types of non-lethal assault (definitely aikeia, and probably hubris: see especially Dem. 54) was 
the use of a weapon. To the Athenian mind, typical weapons included the knifeloo (Lys. 4.6; cf 
[Dem.] 40.32; Aeschin. 2.93; 3.51, 212), rock (Dem. 54.18) and club (?Isoc. 18.52; cf Lys. 1.27): 
these three together formed a quasi-formulaic catalogue of (civilian) weaponry (Ant. 4 P3 2; Dem. 
23.76; Aeschin. 3.244). It was presumably rare for combatants to throw javelins (cf Ant. 3 P 4). 
Lysias 3 and 4, however, show that potsherds could be employed as makeshift weapons and that 
assault with a potsherd could render a person liable to a trauma charge. It is therefore possible 
that the use of any instrument to inflict an injury qualified that injury as trauma, rather than 

96 IG 13 104; [Dem.] 47.70; Gagarin (1979). In con- 
sequence of his view that trauma was a subcategory of 
homicide, Hansen ((1983) 317) raises the possibility that, 
owing to the influence of the dike phonou, the dike trau- 
matos ek pronoias (rejected here) may also have been 
open to relatives of the victim; however, as he correctly 
notes, the sources provide no evidence for this conjecture. 

97 MacDowell (1978) 124; Fisher (1992) 80-1. 
98 [Arist.] Ath. Pol. 9.1, with Rhodes (1993) ad loc.; 

cf Plut. Solon 18.6. 
99 Plutarch (see previous note) may refer to the 

actions thus created by Solon as graphai, although this 
depends upon the interpretation of graphesthai in the rel- 

evant passage (supra, p. 93). The phrase ... kifv zrt 
nvoyaiAvit fp3oioghvoi 

ypcA(peoAlOt 
tOv 

trtKo)vzt 

ca, 
ASucEtv ... may be translated either (1) 'he who was 

able and willing was allowed to indict (graphesthai (1)) 
the offender and prosecute him' or (2) 'he who was able 
and willing was allowed to bring a [lawsuit of the type 
called] graphs (graphesthai (2)) against the offender and 
prosecute him'. 

100 While the sources usually use terms appropriate to 
any edged weapon, and thus might refer to either swords 
or knives, Thucydides 1.6.3 indicates that it would have 
been highly irregular for a contemporary Athenian to go 
about his daily business carrying a sword. 
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aikeia, in which the assailant used only his own body to cause harm to his victim (cf Dem. 54.18, 
19). Although the typical trauma lawsuit appears to have arisen from a head wound (Lys. 4.9; 
[Dem.] 40.32; Aeschin. 2.93; 3.51, 212; cf Lys. 3.18; Dem. 54.35), a wound to any part of the 
body could result in liability for trauma ([Lys.] 6.15). 

(2) The mental element of pronoia required for the offence of trauma ek pronoias was the 
offender's bare intent to commit trauma. Patently biased pleas of trauma defendants notwith- 
standing (Lys. 3.28, 41-2; 4.6), trauma ekpronoias required neither prior planning or considered 
reflection ('premeditation') nor an intent to kill (intent as to result), but merely an intent to com- 
mit the act of wounding, which might be conceived on the spur of the moment (cf Dem. 54.18, 
and note the failure to cite supporting statutory language in Lys. 3 and 4). Trauma ekpronoias, 
therefore, was 'wounding with intent [to wound]' or 'intentional wounding', not 'premeditated 
wounding' or 'wounding with intent to kill' (i.e. attempted homicide). The pronoia element in 
trauma ekpronoias is thus identical with the pronoia element in phonos ekpronoias (more com- 
monly called hekousios phonos, without any difference in meaning), 'intentional homicide' (Ant. 
4; Dem. 54.25, 28; Loomis (1972)). Accordingly, in Athenian law the phrase trauma ekpronoias 
is synonymous with hekousion trauma, a term not found in Athenian legal contexts but present 
in Plato's Laws (see Appendix A infra). For both trauma and phonos ek pronoias the requisite 
culpable intent was established by the actor's intent to commit the act in question at the time of 
its commission; neither premeditation nor intent as to result was required, although a trauma 
prosecutor might argue that premeditation and/or an intent to kill proved an intent to wound a 
fortiori. 

(3) The only legal action for trauma ekpronoias was the graphi traumatos ekpronoias, which 
was heard by the Council of the Areopagus (Lys. 3.1, 4.1; [Lys.] 6.15; Dem. 23.22, 24; [Dem.] 
40.32; Aeschin. 2.93, 3.51); the mandatory penalty enforced upon convicted offenders was per- 
manent exile from Attica (Lys. 3.38, 42; 4.13, 18; [Lys.] 6.15; [Dem.] 40.32) and confiscation of 
their property (Lys. 3.38; cf 4.19). In Attic oratory, whenever a litigant mentions the procedure 
used in an actual lawsuit for trauma, he either refers to it as a graphi (Dem. 54.18; Aeschin. 2.93; 
3.51, 212) or uses the verb graphesthai (Aeschin. 2.93; 3.51, 212); and, significantly, at Dem. 
54.18 graphai traumatos are explicitly distinguished from dikai kakigorias and aikeias. 
Nowhere in Attic oratory does the noun dike occur in conjunction with trauma ekpronoias. The 
two instances of the phrase dikazein traumatos ekpronoias (Dem. 23.22, 24), and the paraphrase 
dikai traumatos ek pronoias at Ath. Pol. 57.3, are traceable to a single source, the law on 
Areopagite jurisdiction cited at Dem. 23.22; as dikazein is the vox propria for judging a lawsuit, 
regardless of the procedure, these passages are consistent with the orators' descriptions of a 
graphi traumatos and do not indicate the existence of a separate dike traumatos. Arguments for 
a dike traumatos which rely on analogy with other legal procedures judged by the Areopagus are 
both indeterminative by nature and unjustified by the evidence. A diki traumatos should not be 
posited either by specific analogy with the dike phonou, since trauma did not equal attempted 
homicide, or by a more general analogy with all the other offences mentioned at Dem. 23.22 and 
Ath. Pol. 57.3 (phonos - including homicide by poisoning - and arson), since the action for arson 
is unidentifiable and may just as well have been a graphi as a dike. On the other side of the issue, 
Pollux's testimony to the existence of a graphi traumatos (but no corresponding diku traumatos) 
is of little value, except insofar as the lexicographer corroborates the witness of the Attic orators. 

DAVID D. PHILLIPS 

University of California, Los Angeles 
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APPENDIX A. TRAUMA AND PRONOIA IN PLATO'S LAWS AND ARISTOTLE'S RHETORIC 

Both the Laws of Plato and the Rhetoric of Aristotle include discussions of the terms trauma and pronoia: 
the former discusses these words in combination, the latter separately. Neither work, however, should be 
considered a trustworthy source for actual Athenian law absent explicit independent corroboration.'0' 

Plato, Laws 874e-879b 
Plato's Laws records an imaginary conversation between Cleinias of Crete, Megillus of Sparta and an 
anonymous Athenian Stranger, who (predictably) does most of the talking. The three men draft legislation 
for a new colony on the site of Magnesia in Crete, for which Cleinias has been appointed oecist. The dis- 
cussion of trauma, which occupies Leg. 874e-879b, may be outlined as follows: 

(1) Introduction of the topic of trauma and its division into types: 874e3-10 
(a) unintentional wounding (t& phv d&Kobota) 
(b) wounding in anger (t& & 

Ougtnt) 
(c) wounding in fear (t& h (p6 3ot) 
(d) intentional wounding ekpronoias (-r& & ba6bo kK xpovoia; iExo0otai ouaist3ivEt ytyvb6eva) 

(2) Digression on the necessity of laws: 875al-d5 
(3) Prefatory statement on the penalties for the various types of trauma: 875d5-7 
(4) Digression on the proper setter of penalties (courts or lawgiver): 875d7-876e5 
(5) Wounding with intent to kill (cf. 1(d)): 876e5-878b3 

(a) Definition: trauma as attempted homicide: 876e6-877al 
(b) Jurisdiction: the corresponding homicide court: 877al-2, b4-5 
(c) General case and penalty: 877a7-b3 

(i) permanent exile to neighbouring city; no confiscation of property 
(ii) simple damages assessed by court, paid to victim 

(d) Special case 1: child wounds parent/slave wounds master: 877b6-7 
(i) penalty: death 

(e) Special case 2: sibling wounds sibling: 877b7-cl 
(i) penalty: death 

(f) Special case 3: spouse wounds spouse: 877c2-878b3 
(i) penalty: permanent exile 
(ii) support of and by children; disposition of estate 

(6) Wounding in anger (cf 1(b)): 878b4-879b1 
(a) General case and penalty: 878cl-d6 

(i) curable wounds: double damages 
(ii) incurable wounds: quadruple damages 
(iii) curable wounds which bring shame upon victim: quadruple damages 
(iv) if wound disqualifies victim from military service, perpetrator must serve in his place 

(b) Special case 1: kinsman wounds kinsman: 878d6-879a2 
(i) constitution of court and determination of damages 

(c) Special case 2: slave wounds free man: 879a2-bl 
(i) owner must either deliver slave to victim for punishment to be determined at victim's 
discretion or compensate victim for damages 
(ii) penalties for collusion 

(7) Unintentional wounding (cf 1(a)): 879b1-5 
(a) Penalty: simple damages 
(b) constitution of court and determination of damages 

Even a cursory comparison of the Athenian Stranger's proposed trauma laws with the undisputed ele- 
ments of the Athenian law of trauma ek pronoias indicates that the former bear little resemblance to, and 
are clearly not derived from, the latter. To give just a few examples of obvious and fundamental diver- 

101 Hansen (1983) 311-12 (supra, n.17); Todd (1993) 40. 
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gence, Athenian law had no action for unintentional wounding and drew no distinctions based upon the 
relationship between assailant and victim. The most informative contrast between the Athenian Stranger's 
laws and Athenian law, and the one most relevant to this study, concerns the mental element required for 
the various types of trauma delineated by Plato. While in the Athenian law of trauma (and homicide) ek 
pronoias and hekousios were synonymous terms, both meaning 'intentional', in Plato's trauma regulations 
they are not. The Athenian Stranger initially proposes one category of unintentional wounds (akousia trau- 
mata, l(a)) and one category of wounds which are both intentional (hekousia) and ek pronoias (l(d)). 
Wounds inflicted in anger (l(b)) occupy a middle ground between intentional and unintentional wounds 
(878b4-8); so too, presumably, do wounds inflicted in fear, although the Athenian Stranger does not men- 
tion wounding in fear after his initial categorization (1). So far, therefore, Plato's typology of wounds 
admits of two interpretations: either hekousios and ekpronoias are synonymous, as they are in Athenian 
law, and the Athenian Stranger indulges in redundancy in describing category 1(d); or the phrase ek 
pronoias has independent significance and further narrows the field of intentional (hekousia) wounds. 

The meaning of ek pronoias in the wounding section of the Laws becomes clear in the Athenian 
Stranger's detailed description of various types of trauma and their legal remedies (5-7). His exegesis of 
trauma ekpronoias hekousion (5) asserts a concept ofpronoia which explicitly differs from bare intention- 
ality and thus from the definition ofpronoia in Athenian law. The Athenian Stranger opens section (5) with 
the statement (876e5-877a2): 

Let our law (graphd) concerning traumal02 be written as follows: If someone, having intended by an act of 
will to kill a friendly person'03 (except one of those whom the law allows him to kill),104 wounds him but is 
unable to kill him, under such circumstances the one who conceived this intent and wounded does not 
deserve pity and should not be treated otherwise than if he had killed, but should be compelled to submit to 
trial for homicide .. 

The Athenian Stranger thus defines trauma ekpronoias as wounding with intent to kill; that is, attempted 
homicide. Although the phrase ek pronoias does not occur here, it is used twice in the succeeding provi- 
sions governing the special cases in which a child wounds a parent or a slave wounds his master (5(d)) and 
a sibling wounds his or her sibling (5(e)); and in the next case, spousal wounding (5(f)), the phrase 'with 
intent to kill' ( 

t im~pouXfig to5 d&roA-teivxat) 
is employed as the equivalent of ekpronoias in the two pre- 

ceding cases.10os This conception of trauma ekpronoias as attempted homicide accords with the Athenian 
Stranger's decisions to treat trauma as second only to homicide in drafting legislation (874e3-5) and to 
divide traumata into categories identical with those used for homicide (unintentional, resulting from anger, 
resulting from fear, and intentional ek pronoias: 874e5-7; cf the preceding section on homicide, 865- 
874e2). The defendants who delivered Lysias 3 and 4 could only have wished for a real Athenian statute 
with like wording; the fact that they attribute a similar spirit to Athenian trauma legislation but quote no 
statutory language in support of their interpretation indicates that the Athenian law of trauma did not 
resemble Plato's in this respect. 

102 Graphi here is neither 'written indictment' 
(graphi (1)) nor the name of a specific type of lawsuit 
(graphi (2)), but 'written law' (LSJ s.v. ypocpil II.2.a). 
The meaning 'indictment' is inadmissible because what 
follows is a general rule; and the meaning graphi (2) is 
contra-indicated both by the verb KlEio0o and by the fact 
that the Athenian Stranger speaks of a graphd peri trau- 
matos, not a graphi traumatos (cf Hansen (1983) 309-10 
with n.7). 

103 In the present passage the adjective philios means 
'friendly' in the military sense (i.e. 'not an enemy', as 
opposed to polemios 'enemy in warfare'). That is, the 
opening condition describes acts of wounding outside the 
context of warfare. 

104 Cf Dem. 23.53 (lex): Athenian law exempted 
from liability those who killed unintentionally in an ath- 
letic contest or in self-defence against a highway robber, 
those who inflicted friendly-fire casualties in war believ- 
ing their victims to be enemy troops, and those who killed 
men caught in (unlawful) sexual intercourse with the 
killer's wife, mother, sister, daughter or concubine kept 
for the procreation of free children. 

105 P1. Leg. 877b6-c3: 'If a child wounds [either of] 
his parents or a slave wounds his master similarly ek 
pronoias, the penalty shall be death; and if a brother 
wounds his brother or sister, or a sister wounds her broth- 
er or sister similarly, and is convicted of trauma ek 
pronoias, the penalty shall be death. And a wife who has 
wounded her husband with the intent to kill, or a man 
who has wounded his wife, shall incur permanent exile.' 
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Thus, while trauma ek pronoias in Athenian law embraced acts of wounding that fell into Plato's cat- 
egories 1(b), 1(d), and possibly 1(c) (depending on the reason for the actor's fear),'06 in the hypothetical 
lawcode authored by the Athenian Stranger only wounding with intent to kill qualifies as ekpronoias.o'07 
As well as exhibiting this fundamental difference in definition, Athenian law and Plato's Laws diverge with 
regard to the jurisdictions and penalties for trauma ek pronoias. In Athens, all trauma cases came before 
the Council of the Areopagus, which also exercised competence over some (but not all) trials for homicide 
and arson,08os and, during Plato's lifetime, over trials for violating olive trees sacred to the goddess 
Athena.'0o9 Plato's jurisdictional arrangement coincides with his definition of trauma ekpronoias in mak- 
ing the connection between trauma and homicide explicit: using the categories common to both offences, 
he assigns trials for trauma to the corresponding homicide court. While Athenian law provided a single 
fixed penalty for trauma ek pronoias, permanent exile with confiscation of property, under Plato's regula- 
tions the penalty varies depending upon the relationship between the offender and the victim."0 In the 
default case, a person convicted of trauma ek pronoias is exiled to a neighbouring city but allowed the 
profits of his property in his home city; he also must compensate his victim for the harm he has inflicted, 
in the form of simple damages. But if the offender and victim are slave and master, or siblings, the penal- 
ty is death; and if they are spouses, the penalty is perpetual exile, and the property of the condemned is 
transferred to his heirs. 

In Plato's wounding laws we may discern the influence not only of his own hypothetical homicide laws 
but also of the actual homicide law of Athens. At several points the regulations on trauma refer to a kin 
group 'up to the sons of first cousins', i.e. first cousins once removed 

(txpPt dvEtCtv xai6Aov). Under 
Athenian homicide law, only the victim's kin in this category were eligible to bring a dike phonou."'1 The 
same kin group is here empowered to appoint an heir in the case where a person wounds his or her spouse 
ek pronoias and the victim has no children (877c8-d5) and also serves as the jury when a person wounds 
a relative in anger (878d6-e2). Plato diverges significantly from Athenian homicide law, however, in 
including the female as well as the male relatives jiXpt &veytfv ati6wv in the relevant deliberations 
(878d8-el). 

Finally, Plato includes in his trauma law one clause that may be intended to combat the abuse of the 
trauma procedure repeatedly alleged by the Attic orators (passages 6, 9, 10, 11; cf Dem. 54.35 (p. 77 
supra)). The Athenian Stranger proposes that, when a slave wounds a free man in anger, the slave shall be 
surrendered to his victim for whatever punishment the latter decrees; if the slave's owner is unable to deliv- 
er him, he must pay compensation to the victim.112 However, 

If someone alleges that what has happened is a fraud resulting from collusion between the slave and the 
wounded person, let him dispute the matter. If he does not obtain a conviction, let him pay treble damages; 
but if he obtains a conviction, let him hold the one who connived with the slave liable for kidnapping. 
(879a5-b 1) 

This clause aims to prevent slaves' intentionally procuring alienation from their masters under colour of 
the noxal-surrender provision of the trauma law. As that provision required the owner of a slave convict- 
ed of trauma either to transfer ownership of the slave to the victim or to pay money damages, enterprising 

106 Absent the threat of imminent harm, fear per se 
was probably not a valid legal defence to a charge of trau- 
ma ekpronoias. Self-defence, however, was another mat- 
ter: for example, if A struck B with a weapon, and B 
defended himself with a weapon in fear for his life, B 
would presumably not be liable for trauma ek pronoias. 
Unfortunately, we cannot know exactly what Plato meant 
by 'wounding in fear', since no detailed treatment of the 
offence follows its initial categorization. 

107 Saunders (1991) 261 correctly notes the distinc- 
tion regarding levels of intent in Plato but wrongly 
imputes a similar distinction to Athenian law. 

108 Supra, pp. 95-7. 
109 Through the early fourth century the Areopagus 

tried individuals charged with uprooting or cutting down 

these trees (Lys. 7); by the date of composition of the Ath. 
Pol., however, it had lost this capacity ([Arist.] Ath. Pol. 
60.2; Wallace (1985) 106-7). 

110 Cf Saunders (1991) 260. 
"11' [Dem.] 47.72, where 

LaXpt dtvEltaS&jv is equiva- 
lent to 

itXpt divEAitfv naxitov; cf. IG 13 104.15, 21 
(p~xp' &vpcpot6vero; Kri QvE(potS), 22 (ouvit6KEv 86 
1dvEcYotl; Kaci vEcpotOv naiXaq). 

112 Roman law provides a striking parallel: when a 
slave commits a delict without his owner's collusion, the 
owner must either surrender the slave to the victim 
(noxae datio or deditio, 'noxal surrender') or pay the 
damages assessed by the court (Gai. Inst. 4.75; Just. Inst. 
4.8.pr; D. 9.4). 
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slaves might seize upon this opportunity to rid themselves of their masters, provided that they found a will- 
ing free partner in the scheme. The partner accordingly incurs liability for kidnapping (andrapodismos), 
since he has colluded in alienating the slave from his owner. 

Aristotle, Rhetoric 
In the first book of the Rhetoric, Aristotle discusses both trauma and pronoia, but unlike his teacher, he 
treats the terms separately and asystematically. 

1374a32-bl [in a discussion of loopholes in laws]: Take, for example, wounding (t6 tpioict) with an iron 
weapon of a certain size and type: you could spend your lifetime counting them. So if the term is undefined, 
and one must legislate, it is necessary to speak in simple terms, so that even if a man wearing a ring lifts his 
hand or strikes someone, according to the letter of the law he is liable and does wrong, but in truth he does 
no wrong; and this is equity.113 

Aristotle's association of the term 'wounding' with an iron weapon is consistent with the use of tipthpomc 
in the orators (passages 1, 7, 15-23). Significantly, in the case of a man who commits an assault while 
wearing an iron ring, which Aristotle does not regard as a weapon, the verb used is not zttp~xolcm but 
nccxaaaco, which means 'to hit, to strike (with the fist)' and is synonymous with 

titsixo (cf Lys. 4.11, 15 
(itxtacoa); passages 3, 7; Lys. 3.18, 27; Dem. 54.35 (Anrt'xo)). 

Pronoia makes its only appearance in the first book of the Rhetoric at 1375a6-7: 

And the more savage offence is the greater offence, as is the offence committed with greater pronoia, and 
that which arouses fear rather than pity in those who hear of it. 

Aristotle clarifies his conception ofpronoia in the Nicomachean Ethics, where he equates pronoia with 
proairesis, 'choice (made beforehand)': 

EN 1135b24-7: [Those who do damage are not always wicked], but when damage is done by choice (ek 
proairesers), the doer is unjust and wicked. Therefore, actions committed in anger are rightly judged not to 
be ekpronoias: for it is not the person acting in anger who initiates [the confrontation], but the person who 
roused him to anger. 

For Aristotle, therefore, as for Plato, pronoia is not equivalent to a bare intent to act, and both philosophers 
distinguish acts committed as a result of pronoia from acts committed in anger (cf P1. Leg. 878b4-8). 
However, while Plato defined pronoia in the contexts of wounding and homicide as intent as to result 
(namely, intent to kill), Aristotle requires an actor to make a deliberate choice, regardless of the nature of 
the act in question or its intended result; thus Aristotle's pronoia is equivalent to 'premeditation'.114 

This equation ofpronoia and proairesis established in the Nicomachean Ethics brings into play a final 
passage from the first book of the Rhetoric (1374a1 1-15): 

For the wickedness and wrongdoing are in the [premeditated] intent (proairesei). Words of this type, such 
as 'hubris' and 'theft', signify the intent (proairesin) as well [as the act]: for a person does not commit hubris 
in every case where he hits someone, but only if he does so with a purpose: for example, in order to dishon- 
our his victim or please himself. 

As Aristotle here requires an element of premeditation (proairesis = pronoia) for the commission of hubris 
and theft, it is a fair assumption that, to the extent that he thought about trauma ek pronoias (cf. EN 
1135b 15), he likewise defined pronoia as premeditation. 

Both Plato and Aristotle, therefore, diverge from Athenian law in their respective definitions ofpronoia. 
Plato's definition of pronoia as intent to kill permits the tripartite division of mens rea asserted by the 
Athenian Stranger in the sections of the Laws dealing with homicide and wounding: a person may kill or 

113 Cf Quint. Inst. Orat. 7.6.8. 114 Cf Cope and Sandys (1877) 1.266, who translate 
'malice aforethought'. 
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wound (1) with intent to kill (ekpronoias), (2) in a fit of emotion (whether anger or fear), or (3) without 
intent. Aristotle refined the Platonic system, categorizing wrongful acts as accidents (atuchimata), errors 
(hamartimata), intentional but unpremeditated wrongs (adikimata), and premeditated (ek 
proaireseds/pronoias) wrongs (adikiai)."s In thus subdiving the field of intentional wrongs into 'crimes 
of passion' (cf Arist. EN 1134a21, 1136a8: dia pathos) and premeditated offences, the philosophers 
advanced beyond the binary (yes-or-no) concept of bare intent to act which remained in effect in the con- 
temporary Athenian law of trauma and homicide: Aristotle's comment that 'actions committed in anger are 
rightly judged not to be ek pronoias' refers to a distinction drawn by himself and his teacher, not by any 
Athenian lawgiver. 

APPENDIX B. LUCIAN, TIMON 46 

TIMON. Truly, you will sing quite a mournful lament to the accompaniment of this fork.116 
GNATHONIDES. What's this? You're hitting me, Timon? Witnesses! Oh, Heracles, ow, ow! I summon 
(7Lpo(a)iOcLXaogat)ll7 you before the Areopagus for wounding (traumatos)! 
TI. In fact, if you stick around a little longer, soon my summons will be for homicide. 
GN. Absolutely not! By all means, heal the wound (trauma) by pouring a little gold on it; it's a terrific 
styptic drug. 

Lucian wrote some five centuries after the last of the canonical Attic orators and came from Samosata on 
the Euphrates; yet in this passage from the Timon, a dialogue set in fifth-century Athens, he displays an 
impressive knowledge of Classical Athenian law. Timon commits trauma with a weapon: a fork. His vic- 
tim, Gnathonides, knows that jurisdiction over accusations of wounding lies with the Council of the 
Areopagus. (Gnathonides' name, from gnathos 'jaw', may hint at the location of the wound inflicted by 
Timon, thus reflecting the preference for head wounds evidenced by trauma prosecutors in the Attic ora- 
tors.) Timon, for his part, displays a familiarity with the law equal to Gnathonides': his silence as to the 
venue of a possible prosecution for homicide (as opposed to trauma, for which he has already incurred lia- 
bility) suggests an awareness that his trial location will not change if Gnathonides (presumably an Athenian 
citizen) dies of his wounds. Finally, Gnathonides exploits his wounding by Timon as an opportunity for 
extortion, an act which invites comparison with the motives behind trauma prosecutions alleged by the 
speaker of Lysias 4 (Lys. 4.9) and by Aeschines in passages 9, 10 and 11 (cf also P1. Leg. 879a5-bl: pp. 
102-3 supra). 
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